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Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong.

V O L U M E

C O L L E G E V IL L E ,

0-

True Through All.
“You fully understand me, Edith ?
Unless you do as I wish in this matter
you cannot remain an inmate of this
house. I will not have such an example
of disobedience set to ray daughters.
They are at an age when they may be
badly influenced by it.”
Mr. Stephen Curlis, broker and spec
ulator in general, threw himself back
in his chair at the breakfast table ahd
looked with a frown of dislike on
bis ugly face at the delicately beautiful
girl now pouring out his coflee.
A wealthy widower, with two plain
daughters, he had married in a moment
of weakness the widow of an acquaint
ance who had died deeply in debt. His
wife retained. her beauty, and was,
after a fashion, dear to him.
But Edith, with the face of her dead
father, who had been his rival at school
and in business alike—Edith had been
obnoxious to him from the first; and
now that she daily and nightly attract
ed the attention in society which he felt
that his own daughters ought rightly
to receive, his mind was made up to be
rid of her at t(te earliest possible date.
Edith Yere was proud as well as beau
tiful. She tried to hide from his notice
the wound that his words inflicted.. But
her lips trembled, her dark eyes mois
tened, and it was some moments before
she could say,—
“ 1 thank Mr. Willis for the honor he
had done me but I told him of my en
gagement to Fred Hart.. I think it ungennemanfyoi him to renew his' pro
posal, and I cannot accept it.” ,
“ Then 3rou must find another home,”
frowned her stepfather. “ I am in ear
nest, Edith. Willis is rich; he is a re
spectable merchant, and he is quite fool
ish in his fondness for you. I am act
ing for your own good in urging you
to marry him. You will say so jrourself ten years hence if you take my ad
vice ; but if you persist in refusing him
because you were engaged to that un
fortunate young sailor who went down
with bis ship, as I suppose, you must
take the consequences. ”
“ Say no more!” exclaimed Edith, in
a broken voice. “I do refuse, I must
refuse. Only let me remain till my
mother returns from Florida, and then
I will find another home.
“ Your mother is quite too ill to be
disturbed by this nonsense, Edith. I
wrote her .last week ; there is her an
swer. You must decide this very day,
and she will not be here for three weeks.’
With her mother’s letter in her hand
Edith hurried to her own room. Hot,
blinding tears fell over the words which
the weak and delicate wife had written
by her husband’s order :—
“ Since poor Fred is lost to j'ou for
ever in this life, do, my dear child, be
guided by Mr. Curlis.” The last lines
ran, “ Marry Mr. Wills, and in the home
of wealth which he will give, you and I
may yet see happy days.”
“A home of wealth, and that man its
master, and I the wife of another than
Fred 1” moaned the poor girl in her de
spair. “ Oh, Fred, mjr dearest! How
lightly they all speak and think and
write of your loss, when it has wrapped
the whole earth in mourning for me.”
She rose and began to make prepara
tions for her departure. She knew that
her mother had no power to protect her
in a strife between Mr. Curlis and her
self, and she would not subject her to
the pain of witnessing the misery which
she could not lighten or avert.
Within an hour her trunk was packed
ready for removal.
In a small hand
valise she placed such articles as she
would soonest require, She wore her
plainest street dress and a thick veil.
Counting the contents of her purse
she found that.she had but fifteen dobla rs.
• “ But I have my watch and chain and
a handsome wardrobe,” she mentally
pondered, reviewing the situation. “ I
will go at once to New York, and I can
find some kind of work, no doubt in a
few days. Anything will be better
than to ask Mr. Curlis for money. If
I should really need any, I can write to
mamma.”
Without bidding farewell to a person
under that hostile roof, Edith left, the
house.
Mr. Curlis, glancing over his paper
by the window, saw her go, noted the
little valise, and whistled softly to him
self.
Presently came an expressman with
an order for Edith’s trunk. Mr. Curlis
saw the man himself, feed him liberally
made an brief explanation, and sent
him away without the baggage.
“v('kat wifi bring my lady back to ask

M

said the merchant, in a low tone. “ I
the face of the girl.
“ All right. The cab is waiting at the know that neither of you has spoken of
corner, and there is the girl. You know the events of a certain night, you must
what to do,” said the man in the door continue to keep silence for my sake.
I have a daughter, Hart—my own
way.
child—and very dear to me, but she is
“All right,” said the others.
Edith, frightened, yet scarce^’ believ weak, fond of admiration, and with no
Recently
ing that they could be speaking of her mother to watch over her.
*
*
*
*
*
had turned to fly when the foremost while at school, but how I do not know
I t was nearly dusk when Edith reach man seized her by the arm.
some rascally foreigner contrived to
ed New York. The lamps glimmered
“ Not that way, miss. The gentleman get acquainted with her. He persuaded
in long,-unending lines along the streets
is waiting for you yonder,” he said try her that he was a nobleman in disguise
when she timidly entered a hotel and in ing to speak in a reassuring tone.
and the foolish child agreed to meet him
quired for a room. Young, lovely, un
“ You are mistaken. I am not wait near m3- warehouse on that very night
protected, on foot and with no luggage
ing for any one. Please to let me pass,’ and to marry him, after which m3’ for
it was little ponder that the gentleman said Edith, pale with terror.
giveness was to be asked. By chance
ly clerk found that the house was full,
“ Look alive, Ben 1” said the man in your wife happened to be on that very
but his wondering stare and the audi the door with an oath. “You’ll have spot just as m3' daughter with her maid
ble comments of several well-dressed
who was in her confidence neared it.
cops here next if you don’t hurry.
lonngers near his desk sent the hot
“That's so,” -said* the second man What the two girls heard and saw thor
blood surging to Edith’s cheeks, and
oughly frightened them. My child
standing in the street.
hurried her away from the place, at a
Snatching Edith from his companions hurried home and confessed eve^'thing
speed wliicli soon outstripped several
grasp, he placed one hand over her to me, and- she is now safe at my counidlers on the pavement who were tan mouth, and hurried with her to a cab ti’3' seat with her good aunt, who will
talized by the glimpse of her fair face
that stood in the shadow at the end of watch Over her hereafter and teach her
as it went by.
things. Through her confession I got
the street.
“ What am I to do? Where am I to
“ I ’ve got her safe and sound,” he said at the whole plot, and punished every
go?” thought the,poor girl, when she through the windows as soon as the3r one concerned in it: I t is now my hap
had reached a poorer and safer part of were safely in the carriage. “ Run, Ben, py task to reward you for the share 3'ou
the city, where she could pass unmo
and tell him; and stir yourself my man, unconsciously’ had in saving my poor
lested among the crowds who were too
for if we are not out of this in five child from a fate that would have been
much absorbed,in their own troubles to
minutes some of them blessed sailors worse than death. You will tell Mrs.
have leisure to think of her.L W hat, a
will eome loafing by, and then we may H art the story, of course; then let it be
waste, what a desert of houses the great
see trouble. Now, missy, do you just forgotten. And now, Capt, Hart, let
city seemed to her, who there could
keep quiet,” he added, in a surly tone, us go and see your ship.”
claim no home 1
Thus ended Edith’s troubles. In a
as the girl struggled in his arms. “No
I t was the hour of reunion among
harm’s going to happen to you, if 3'ou’ll foreign land, as in her own, she is happy
the humbler classes, who depend upon
only be still. You may take'Jim Chap as a loving heart must be that is true
the day’s earnings for the daily bread.
through all,
man’s word for that.” '
Fathers were hurrying home from work
Would that thus safely and sweetly
| The noise of Ben’s running feet could
and at the house door the good wife
plainly be heard by Edith, mingled with might close the story of every sad and
met them with a smile and the little
the creaking of the great ships at lonely wanderer upon the city streets.
ones drummed eagerly on the window
anchor along the pier. The sound of
panes or ran. a race down the passage
A Successful Book Agent.
sailors singing a rude chorus floated
to claim the first kiss.
through the air. Then came a voice
Some pale widow passed along with a
Retired Book Agent—“ Why, howde
whose lightest sound would have had
little parcel in her hand—the toy or cake
the power to waken her, she often do Jinks ? How spruce you are looking
which should make amends to her dar
What business are you' in now ?”
thought, from the sleep of death.
lings for the long day’s absence, spent
Jinks—“ Same old business—selling
“No thanks. You are very kind, but
in work for them.
books.”
I must find my dear ones at home be
Over and over again did Edith, foot fore I join in any merriment on shore,”
“ What 1 still a book agent?” ?
sore weary and’heartsick, see these little
“Yes.”
said the deep, grave tone& “I ’ve been
domestic revelations of happiness in
“And alive ?”
reported lost, 3'ou know, for some
which she had ' no share. Each time
“I seem to be.”
months past, and one heart, I am sure,
she witnessed them her heart sank low
“ Well I can’t understand it. Silicei
has mourned for me. I ’m off to Balti
er.
more at once.
When I come back I got out of the hospital I have given up
“ In this great city there is a' place, a
I .
will.gladly accept your invitation—if books.”
home, a .welcome for- every one, save
“ I keep on and am making $20,000 a
all is well.”
me,” she-thought, blinded by the tears
year.
“ I hope at may be. Good-night.”
she tried to force back. “And yet if
“ How do you manage to escape
“ Good-night, captain.”
m3' darling’s life had been spared, how
The voice was near, the dear, famil death ?”
happy I could have been in the hum
“ Easy enough. I first introduce my
iar step was nearer 3’et.
With one
blest of these homes with him,” .
self
as an agent of Mr. O’Donovan
wild effort Edith shook off the rough
One by one the cheery welcomes
Rossa
and ask for a subscription to the
hand that was laid over her mouth and
died awa3', and the doors and: windows
dynamite
fund.”
managed to scream,— •
were closed on the fireside groups
“ People refuse, of course?”
' “ Fred ! Fred ! Save me ! I am here !”
within.
“ Confound you 1 Will you hold your ■“ Certainly. Then I take out of my
“ Perhaps some of these people would
pocket a can of brickdust, labeled in
tongue ?”cried her captor, savagely.
be willing to shelter me till morning,”
But she still held herself aloof from big letters ‘Dynamite’ and began to ex
thought Edith,'.who was growing tired
his grasp and cried to her lover. The patiate on its merits.”
and faint from inanition, for she had
“ Yes.”
door of the carriage was wrenched open.
eaten nothing all da 3’.
“ They beg me to handle it carefully
“ Who is calling me? What is the
She searched for her purse, intending
matter ? Edith 1 Good heavens, Edith, and put it away. Then I place it in
to ask the question of a meek-faced
how came 3'ou here ?”~cried Fred Hart my coat-tail pocket.”
woman in mourning who had just pass
“ Oh lo h ! ”
in amazement, as Edith, witli a sob of
ed her. The purse was gone ! Throwing
“ After that I open my samples and
joy and thankfulness, fell into his out
open her cloak in an agony of horror
talk
book to them until the 3' buy, and
stretched qrms and fainted.
to search its inner pocket, she found .
they
don’t dare ask me to set down,
; The man, alarmed for his own safety
that her watch and chain had been taken
neither
dare they kick me out.”— Gall.
opened the opposite door of the car
to o l Where or when she had been
riage and vanished.
The messenger
robbed she knew not. It was useless
Teaching the Poor to Cook.
Ben, held himself discretely aloof in the
to waste time over that question. She
distance. The horse, the only honest
The New York Cooking School is
had only to face the terrible fact that
element in the n^’sterions, business, for
teaching cooking to 3’oung girls and
she was entirely without resources in a
obvious reasons was unable to explain
women not able to pay for their insrucstrange cit 3’-, and to decide upon the
it. The door of the warehouse that
tion. Two courses of lessons are being
course she was to persue.
Edith pointed to after recovering her
given, on Monday and Wednesday
Hunger and fatigue were alike forgot
senses was blankly closed, and no
evenings, in the Wilson Industrial
ten in the overwhelming shock of this
answer was made to the repeated sum
school. Twelve girls attend to the
discovery. Some words of prayer fell
mons of the angry sailor by any one
preparing and cooking, while others
vaguely from her lips as she turned into
inside.
gather around, watch the details and
a side street that looked darker and nar
Nothing could be done except to con
listento the instruction. The whole
rower than the others. But she scarcely
duct Edith to a respectable and plea
course of cooking each article is gone
new what she was saying ; she only
sant shelter in the house of his widowed
through, from the act of making the
waJked on, stunned b3* her appalling
aunt, and leave her there until arrange
fire to eating the cooked food. Econo
situation, till she heard the rippling of
ments could be made for a wedding,
my in the use of provisions is also a
water m ar 113-, and knew by the cold
which came off the next week; for Fred
part of the instruction. A reporter of
breezes that came to her that she stood
Hart, after the ill luck that had. lost him
the Times visited the school one night
upon the river’s brink.
one ship, had found fortune in another
and saw the preparation and demolition
By day this narrow street was a busy
which picked him up at sea, and con
of a feast of eggs. On a blackboard on
scene. At nightfall, being lined with
veyed him to China, where, in a short
the wall were the works : “Bill of fare
warehouses and leading to no pier, it
time, the foundation of a respectable
—Poached
eggs, baked eggs, omelet,
was deserted and quiet. Edith leaned
fortune had been laid 03- him.
scrambled eggs, bread.” Beneath this
against a railing and looked out upon
“ And being a rich man’s wife, my
was an analysis of thè composition of
thé river with its forest of masts, and
darling, you may go and bid 3’our mo
bread. On another blackboard were
its glimmering lights. For a moment
ther farewell before we sail for the
written directions for preparing the
a terrible temptation seized her.
flower3’ land, but never again shall 3’ou
egg dishes. In the center of the room
“ One plunge and it will end the trou
face the world alone,” said Fred,
was a long table covered with eggs,
ble,” she sighed, leaning over the w harf..
*
*
*
*
*
salt, butter, dishes and utensils. On
“And Fred will never come back.
I
It was nearly a month after E dith’s one side of the table were twenty plain
have nothing to look forward to if I
marriage that her husband solved the ly clad, but bright looking girls
live.”
She was 3’oung, strong, healthful and mystery of her night adventure near from twelve years old up. On the
the dark mood could not long endure. the pier. He was summoned to a pri the other side.were the directress and
With a shudder she drew back, and vate conference one day by the head of her three, assistants.
The directress told the class what to
looked up at the walls around her with the firm by whom he was employed,
questioning e3’es.
and offered the command of one of their do and they fell to work on the eggs,
The door of the nearest building finest vessels, then about to make an being closely watched and directed as
to details b3’ the assistants. When the
opened softly. Two men came out immediate voyage.
—a third remained at the door—and the
“ I owe you this, or, rather, I owe it omelets, poached, scrambled, and baked
flash of a lantern was thrown across to your wife in common gratitude,” ( eggs were all cooked, the class feasted
my pardon, undoubtedly,” he chuckled,
returning to the pursual of his paper.
But the hours went on until twilight
deepened into nightfall and no Edith
came. Friendless, alone and. well nigh
penniless, she bad made her desperate
plunge into the great world.
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and made merry with them. Then they
sang a song about going to market and
choosing their meat. Then the long
table was taken away, a small one was
brought, and the mysterious operation
of making bread was begun. The ingre
dients were mixed according to the di
rections on the blackboard, and then
the girls, under the direction of the
assistants, took turns in kneading the
dough. While this was going on the
directress asked questions about mat
ters previously studied.
“ How many can tell,” said she,
“ what to do with a roast when it is first
brought home !”
Up went a dozen hands, and a little
girl explained that it must be washed
with a wet towel, not put in à pan of
water lest the juices be drained out of
it.
“ What is necessary first in cooking
it ?”
“ It must be sealed up to keep the
juices in.”
“ What seals it ?”
“ Heat, which forms a hard crust on
the outside.”
“ Yes ; so 3'ou must have a hot fire
and cook it fast at first. Do you cook
it fast all through ?”
“No ;' the inside should be tender,
and must, therefore, be cooked slowl3'.”
“ Right. What nation excels ns in
cooking ?”
“The French.”
, “ Yes ; and how do the 3' cook ?”
“Slowly.” .
And thus the directress went on urtil the bread was kneaded. Then the
girl who had previously drawn the loaf
by lot took it home to follow the direc
tions which were given the class for
setting it to rise and to see how it
would come out.

contains only 670,000 acres, it will be
realized that Mr. Goodnight owns what
the ranchmen call “quite a spot of
land.”
Mr. Goodnight’s experience has been
quite remarkable. He used to be a
banker at Pueblo, Col., and while there
bought a bunch of cattle—a *thousand
or so—and gave them to his wife It
proved a ver3r wise investment and a
wiser gift, for in the financial depression
that followed the panic of 1873 he failed,
and in 1876 found himself penniless,
even the ranch on which his wife’s
cattle were pastured being surrendered
to his creditors. After settling his
affairs his health was very much im
paired, aiid he drove the cattle down
into the Panhandle of Texas, whenthey could find a free range and hi’
could .rusticate.a while. While there
he discovered what lie then insisted,
and other people have since acknow
ledged, to be the finest ranch in the
world, and as lands were worth next to
nothing he prevailed upon John Adair,
an Irish millionaire, to loan him the
money to purchase the land and more
cattle. The result was a partnership
arrangement, by which Adair furnished
the funds and Goodnight had a third
interest in the property acquired.
Although it was only seven years
ago that he failed c o m p le ti’, Good
night is now worth more than a million
dollars and no money would buy him
out. Adair comes over from Ireland to
visit the ranch every year and finds the
$500,000 be loaned Goodnight has
quadrupled under, the influence of
Texas atmosphere. The ranch will
cart’3' three times as many cattle as are
pastured upon it—some 60,000—and
the herd is being increased and im
proved in quality each year.

A N ew Danger to Dudes.

A Receipt for a Duel.

“ Here, conductor, this young man’s
fainted.
. The words were uttered in a tone of
great excitement by a stout woman in
a Columbia avenue car, and as she
spoke a slim youth who was seated be
side her in a corner of the car fell for
ward and dropped in a heap upon the
straw.
A doctor was hurriedly summoned,
and after a disappearance of about ten
minutes the 3'oung man and physician
came out of the room, which had been
kept closed, arm in arm. The young
man’s face was still pale, and he walked
with a very perceptible tremor. The
doctor said : “ That is the fourth case
this month I have seen of the deadly
effects of wearing tight trousers, and
had that young man npt been attended
to promptly he might have been in
great danger.”
“ Tight trousers ?” queried a b3rstander, incredulously.
“ Yes, sir : tight trousers! Wire, you
cannot imagine how often we doctors
have to treat causes of illness brought
on by no other cause. Take that young
man, for instance; his trousers were at
least four sizes too small for him ; not
too short, of course,, but too tight, and
for hours and hours he had been walk
ing about with a pressure of at least
275 pounds to the square inch on his
olexii viviseotori arteries, which are
situated in the calves of the human leg.
This tremendous pressure forces the
blood into channels not able to carry it
without undue straining, and although
the victim feels no pain, he is liable at
any moment to topple over in a swoon,
and unless relief is prompt^' given a
long and serious illness is likely to fol
low. It is a similar trouble to that ex
perienced when it was the fashion for
ladies to wear very tight sleeves, ex
cept that in the case of tight trousers
the material is heavier, the arteries
larger, and the result apt to be more
dangerous and difficult to relieve.—
Philadelphia Record.

In the little town of Rosenberg, West
Russia, lived a young and hot-headed
lieutenant, who one day had a dispute
with a clerk in the government service,
and suddenly exclaimed,—
“ You know well enough how to han
dle your pen ; but I have at home a
pair of sharp swords with which I can
write better,’’
The other answered,—
“Such playthings ought only to be
given to children who have nothing to
lose.”
The lieutenant then ehallenged him
to fight with pistols.
“ Yery well,” the clerk replied, “ I ac
cept your offer, on one condition. You
know I have a wife and children for
whom I must care. M3’ income is four
thousand five hundred marks. If you
will deposit a sum sufficient to yield
that interest, I am willing to fight. In
that case you must place to my account
ninty thousand marks.”
“ But,” stammered the astonished
officer, “I have no fortune.”
“Ah sir, those who possess nothing
have no right to ask men who must
work for other people to fight duels.”
The duel never took place.

Largest Ranch in the World.

A Galveston (Texas) letter to the
Chicago Inter-Ocean says : The largest
ranch in the world is that of Mr.
Charles Goodnight, who has 700,000
acres surrounded by 250 miles of bar
bed wire fence, at the head waters of
the Red river in the Panhandle. Mr.
Goodnight’s cattle are as finely bred as
any in the State, as he has graded them
up b)' introducing the best foreign
breeds, and in the market these bring
fifteen to twent3’ per cent, more than
those from other ranches. His 700,000
acres of land were bought at 50- cents
.and $1 an acre within the last three or
four years, but could be sold readily at
double price to-day. When jt is con
sidered that the State of Rhode Island

Ice Made in the Tropics.

In the tropical climates far distant
from high mountains, as neither nat
ural snow nor ice can be obtained, re
course is had to the cold generated by
evaporation and the comparative cool
ness of the air a little before daybreak
to manufacture ice in large quantities,
and thus to supply a most grateful luxury at a moderate price. Ice is thus
simply manufactured in the large way
at Benares, Allahabad and Calcutta, in
the East Indies, where natural ice has
never been seen.
On a large open plain an excavation
is made about thirty feet- square and
two deep, on the bottom of which sugar
cane or maize stems are evenly strewed
to the height of about eight inches. On
this bed are set rows of small, shallow,
unglazed earthern pans, so porous that
when filled with water the outsides are
immediately covered with a thick dew
oozing through them. Toward the
dusk of the evening, the pans, previous
ly smeared with butter, are filled with
soft water, generally boiled, and let re
main during the night.
In the morning before sunrise the
ice makers attend and collect from each
pan a crest of ice more or less thick
that adheres to its inner side, and it is
put into baskets and carried without
loss of time to the common receptacle,
which is a deep pit in a high, dry situ
ation","lined first with straw and then
with old blanketing, where it is beaten
down and congeals into a solid mass.
The crop of ioe varies extremely, some
times amounting to more than half the
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contents of the pan, at other times
scarcely a pellicle. Clear and serene
weather is the most favorable for its
production, whatever may be the sensi
ble heat of the atmosphere. The cold
generated by the rapid evaporation
round every, part of the pan is the cause
of this congelation. When used for the
table the ice is either added to the
liquor to be cooled, or is put into a
large vessel mixed with salt or nitre,
and the sherbet, creams and the like,
intended to be frozen,. are inclosed in
thin silver vessels and immersed in the
mixture. In this way icesare secured
for the table, when the heat in the shade
is very commonly above one hundred
degrees,
At the ice manufactory at Benares
aUiut one hundred, thousand pans are
reckoned to lie exposed at a tim e,. arid,
the business of filling them at night and
gathering the ice in the morning, em*plp3'9 about three hundred men, women
and children. I t necessary that the
can stalks be kept perfectly dry ; if by
accident any part becomes wetted, no
ice will form in the pans above.
A Poet’s Night-Cap.

About nine o’clock at night we
boarded the Sleeping coach for Wash
ington. Behind time again, because of
the belating of other trains, we reached
Weldon when we should have been at
Richmond. Just before retiring for the
night my mind, somehow or other, re
verted to an editorial article recently
published in the New York Times, half
serious, half earnest, concerning the
latest theory of an English ph3’sician
as to the prepotent cause of insomnia
and nervous disorders generally. I t
may be remembered that to the aban
donment of the nigh-cap of our grand
fathers (the cotton or flannel article,
not the alcoholic) was attributed the
modern tendency of sleeplessness that
makes even a philospher like Herbert
Spencer more or less of a crank. What
I wanted, and wanted as the fellow did
his pistol in Texas, was a first-class
slumber, just such unmitigated repose
as occasionally comes to a highly or
ganized baby, unvexed by colic or pure
cussedness. I begin to think that per
haps that British doctor was right, ahd
that, if it were possible, I would return
to the néglected custom of my ances
tors. Just at that moment I plunged
ray hand into my pocket and pulled out
a smoking cap—a pretty thing, wrought
for me long ago by the dainty, delicate,
deft fingers of one who now rests in the
graveyard at Augusta. This cap was
the very thing ! I placed it reverently
upon my head, with an act of faith, and
lay down. The result was magical.
Never since I was a boy can I remem
ber’to have experienced so perfect and
delicious a reposed Not a dream rip
pled the surface of my calm brain, arid
I awakened hours afterwards with a
sense of satisfaction that must be a
foretaste of heaven itsélf. An incipient
headache had vanished. Powers of
mind that had been dulled were re
stored to animation and keenness. Not
a trace of irascibility remained ; but in
its place came trooping the sweet
angels that Father Faber sa3*s contin
ually hover over the good-humored
man. I declared that the metamorphosis
was so complete that I almost need
ed an introduction to my new self. And
this prodigy was created b3’ one grand,
complete and unusual slumber, when
wearing a night-cap. Subsequent ex
periments have been relatively success
ful ; so I am getting to be an enthu
siast on the subject. Some folks say
that it is a delusion, a mere freak of
the imagination. Be it so. I f a night
cap can extinguish my imagination at
bedtime, thank God for the discovery !
My good old mother tells me that when
I was a little fellow she used to tie a
night-cap under my chin, and that I
was a famous sleeper in those days.
She is a firm believer in its efficacy.
Likely enough if a man eats pickled
pigs’ feet at midnight, or drinks un
limited whisky, even a silk or cotton
night-cap may not consign him to the
arms of'Morpheus, but it may work
wonders for a sober person who is curs
ed with the pestilent habit of conjuring
up all manner of odd fancies when bis
head touches the pillow, instead of dis
missing the workmen who hammer on
the forges of the brain. The majority
of men will rather suffer nocturnal hor
rors than be laughed at for wearing
nightcaps, just as the majority of
women will prefer to wear shoes that
are instruments af disease and torture
rather than have their feet shod com
fortably and sensibty. I have a clear
idea as to which is the course of wis
dom and which the alternative of folly.
But this is a diversion which you,
reader, may smile at or not, as the
whim seizes you.—J. R. Randall, in the
Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle,
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Up to this time Wharton Barker has
not been spoken of as a promising
Presidential candidate. How strange!
T h e roads leading to the Lincoln
thoroughfare are full of political strag
glers. Blaine and Arthur are in a fence
corner or under a shade tree, to avoid
a sunstroke, probably.

Mr. C h a r l e s H d n sick er E sq., the
National Democratic delegate from this
district, by putting his best foot for
ward at the right time, might catch on
to the tail end of the Democratic ticket.
A well directed ambition can accomp
lish wonders sometimes.
I t is believed by some people that
Grant’s chances for the Presidential
nomination are better now than in 1880.
Suppose he is nominated ! Can he be
elected ? If so he ought to be placed
in the chair for life.
In the event of
the election of Grant this country would
deserve a sickening dose of prolonged
one-man power.
Ledger, of Philadelphia, oc
casionally indulges in a mild, logical
political dissertation. The following
sensible conclusions were recently ut
tered •. “That which is best for the
whole country is best always for the
masses of any party, and the convention
of that party which gives fullest recog
nition to this will have the best case to
put before the people. If both do it—
then so much the better for the country .” . ...
.
■
;
T he

of interfering with them. But they
wanted to sell it for gilt-edge butter,
which it was not, and in their greedi
ness have overstepped themselves.
Honesty is the best policy in the long
run, even in the bogus butter business.
A C o n v e n tio n of prohibitionists was
recently held at Royersfovd under the
direction and supervision of William
Cuthbertson, o f Norristown. The at
tendance was not so large as to fill the
Methodist chapel to overflowing. The
more prominent prohibition advocates
of this county were absent There is
evidently a division of sentiment among
the once heroic band, owing probably
to the base uses to which even a good
cause may be subjected by dickering
with political hucksters. Cuthbertson
has at least a part of the field to him
self now, and he can cover about as
much of it as any other individual of
his size. About two weeks previous to
the next election another convention
will be in order, at the same place, to
repair a few old spokes- in somebody’s
wheel of political fortune.
I t is the opinion of many conserva
tive, and yet far-seeing, republican pol
iticians, that the republican party can
not afford to nominate any man for Pres
ident whose public record or private
character will, compel it to conduct a
defensive campaign. This is intended
of course, as a silent thrust at Blaine.
His character, private and public, may
be as pure and spotless as the driven
snow, yet charges have been repeatedly
made concerning various transactions
in which he was at different times en
gaged. However, the campaign of 1880
on the Republican side was one of con
tinued defenses yet Garfield beat Han
cock. It is to be presumed therefore
that more will depend upon the plat
forms framed, than the amount of inter
est that may be centered in either can
didate, personally considered.
Polk, Dallas and the Tariff of ’42.

and the other to place bis name in nom
ination before the Convention in a man
ner not to be outdone this side of Bob
Ingersoll. Both of these gentlemen
were quietly laid upon the shelf by the
abominable half-breeds of the Sucker
State, and their selected seats in the
Convention will be occupied by men
who will go for Logan with an “ if,” for
Lincoln with a “ but,” and for Blaine
with a whoop. The once happy Re
publican family of Illinois, which had
Joe Medill for its daddy and Long
Jones for its wet-nurse, is all torn up
now, and so badly torn up that the fiery
and untamed Logan swears that he will
disown the whole kit of them.
One of the pet specimens of military
officialism and Washington snobbery is
Col. D; G. Swaim, who, because he knew
less about law than anything else, was
made Judge Advocate General of the
United States Army some two or three
years ago. Last week Mr. Bateman, a
banker here, complained to the Secre
tary of War that Swaim had been guilty
of some financial crookedness that
needed looking into, and as the rela
tions between the Secretary and Swaim
had hot been particularly affectionate,
the latter was called upon to explain at
once. Swaim made his explanation,
and this was so much more offensive
than the charges that Bateman had
made against him, that the Secretary
turned the matter over to the President
recommending a court of inquiry, which
was immediately ordered. The grist of
the charges is that Swaim deposited
$5,000 with Bateman, drew upon it un
til he had checked it all out of Bate
man’s hands and then negotiated the
the security that Bateman had given
him for the money, thus getting $ 10,000 for his investment of half the
money. I t seems that Swaim’s chief
employment since he has been in the
service has been that of a Shylock,
loaning out his own and other people’s
money as in the case of Bateman, tak
ing cutthroat chattel mortgages and
closing in upon his victims whenever
there was the default of a day in meet
ing their obligations.
There is also
evidence against Swaim touching his
complicity in the duplicate and tripli
cate pay account business, which if fol
lowed up will culminate in something
more than a simple dismissal from the
service.
S po t .
Terrible Cyclone.

A cyclone near King City, fifty miles
from St. Joseph, Mo., Saturday night
destroyed five houses. No lives were
lost, but four persons were injured. A
number of cattle were killed.
American W heat Exports.

According to the statistics of the
British Board of- Trade, the United
States supplied four years ago 75 per
cent, of all the wheat and flour imports
into Great Britain ; in 1881 this de
creased to 69, in 1882 to 55, and in
1883 to 46 per cent. ; in other words,
the import of 93,000,000 bushels in
1881 diminished to 74,000,000 b.ushels
in 1883. The decrease is not due to a
reduced consumption, for the total im
port has increased from 136,000,000
bushels in 1881 to 160,000,000 bushels
in 1883.
While we thus see a constant dimin
ution in Great Britain’s imports from
the United States, we find an increase
from other countries, especially Russia
and India. Russian grain shipments to
England have, for instance, increased
from 8 ,000,000 bushels in 1881 to ‘27,000,000 bushels in 1883, and the im
port from India, which consisted of 15,000,000 bushels in 1881, has risen to
23,000,000 bushels in 1883.
In addition to this, Australia pro
duced in 1883 not less than 32,000,000
bushels of wheat, of which a large part
was taken to England and sold at
prices refused by American speculators.
Interesting Paragraphs.

A Philadelphia merchant has offered
to pay for two bands to play in Fairmount Park on Sundays, but there is
no hope that the offer will be accepted.
“ Doctor,” said the grateful patient,
seizing the physician’s hand, “I shall
never forget that to you I owe my life.”
“ You exaggerate,” said the doctor
mildly; “you only owe me for fifteen
visita; that is the point which I hope
yon will not fail to remember.

Interesting Letter from Irjnbridge!
FIFTY-ONE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED
AND TWENTY-THREE DOLLARS
AND EIGHTEEN CENTS.
The above figures represent ju s t the amount
of our stock at retail in February, since which
stock taking we have added elegant lines of new
black and colored
SILKS
of the very best known makes. Our new Black
Silks at *1.00, *1.25, *1.50, *1.75 and $2.00, are
warranted not to cut, and they are handsomer
and better for the prices than any we have here
tofore shown.
Our plain colored and fancy silks for spring
and summer are in new choice shades, and
cheaper tlfan ever before in our experience.
We have opened new shades in fine French
Dress Goods, among which will be found pigeon
grey, olive greens, grey blue, olive brown, tan
browns, new drabs and steel shades, in the most
desirable makes of goods, selected with great
care, from the stocks of a number of importers.
REMNANTS.
Since taking account of stock we gathered to
gether over a thousand yards of remnants of
dress goods, too short for a full sized suit, and
have marked such prices on them to close them
out, that they are worth looking after by any
mothers having children to clothe. They contain
materials of almost any shade and quality want
ed, and are very much below regular prices.
BLACK CASHMERES.
We have ju st opened the best line of Black
Cashmeres we know of, bought direct of the im
porters, and as we sell them at a very small
margin, we are not afraid of their being beaten
in price by any one in the business. They are
heavy in weight, and the best colors made.
WINTER GOODS CHEAP.
During March we will close out Blankets,
Coats and Cloth Skirts, at such prices as will
make it pay to buy them for next winter.
Underwear, Gloves and Stockings at closing
out prices. Our assortment is still very good.
CLOTHS AND CASSIMERES
In new spring goods, ju st opened. We have over
*3,000 worth of them, and believe it is the best
variety in Pottstown.
HOUSEFURNISHING GOODS.
Our muslins and table linens are reduced to
the lowest figures reached since the war. The
stock is large and choice.
EMBROIDERIES AND LACES.
Thousands of yards of desirable styles and
right prices.

The album of the Bank of England in
which specimens of counterfeits are
preserved has three notes which passed
through the Chicago fire. Though they
are burnt to a crisp, .black ash, the pa
per is scarcely broken, and the engrav
ing is as dear as new.
St. Louis is now to have a dog show,
and among the prizes offered is a Lang
try wave for the best pug in the show
open to all competitors, to match the
winning pug’s or its owners hair, and a
Langtry bang for the best pug entered
by a Lady of St Louis.

D a y to n , Ohio, April 28.—Shortly be
fore
5 o’clock yesterday afternoon the
“ George” remarked the skeleton of
most
destructive cyclone ever known in
the lamented James K. Polk, gently
this part of the country passed over
tapping the skull of the late Mr. Dallas the southern part of Montgomery and
More than 100 tons of human hair
to attract the deceased statesman’s at Greene counties,devastating everything are annually bought and sold. Four
I t appears to have or ounces is an average clipping from a
tention, “the demand for the ‘old ticket’ in its course.
keeps up. Isn’t it most time for yo u iginated near Woodburn, a small town human bead ; so that 100 tons represent
ten miles south of here, and eye-wit the product of from 800,000 to 1,000 ,and me to put in our bid ?”
nesses describe it as appalling in its 000 heads.In Europe the heads of female
fury. An authentic statement is that criminals are shorn, and they supply a
A Lost, Strayed or Stolen Notion. the cyclone was formed by the union of large market, but the greater part is
From the Philadelphia Times.
two light storm clouds from the south bought by traveling peddlers. Between
It is nearly six months since Whar and northwest, which immediately the ages of 15 and 40, a woman can
ton Barker’s distribution scheme was assumed the form of a waterspout, grow about seven crops of hair.
rising and descending like waves of the
heard from. No convention has taken sea
Evangelist Moody is at work in Lon
and destroying everything in its
it up this year, no recognized newspa way. Mr. E. Best, of this city who don, but he seems to have parted com
per has advocated it and no statesman was near enough to observe accurately, pany with Sankey.
While the meet
T h e New York Senate has passed a
has come forward to give it the benefit says that its path was fully one-eighth ings have created less excitement than
bill exempting presidents, cashiers and
of a mile wide, the storm moving over in 1875, they are more successful in
of his name and indorsement.
first tellers of banks, and presidents,
the country like an immense' cloud of reaching the neglected masses. Once,
I t ought to be clear by this time, smoke, while everywhere in its course when church goers were too plenty,
vice presidents, secretaries and actu
even to its adapter and sole proprietor, the air was filled with trees and the Moody asked all Christians to rise.
aries of life insurance companies from
that the distribution scheme has strayed ruins of houses. Forests were mowed Nearly the whole audience responded
jury duty. A very discriminating bill.
or became lost or been stolen. No such down like weeds, fences destroyed for and he requested them to make room
In justice it should have included
idea could be hid away in his pocket miles, and it is estimated that in this for the unconverted waiting outside.
everybody to whom a day’s jury service
county alone at least twenty residences
It is expected that 200,000 hqad of
during all this time without being are in ruins, to say nothing of the loss
would mean a small pecuniary loss.
brought out, furbished up and exhibited on other buildings, live stock and farm cattle will be driven from Texas into
The idea of keeping bank officials out
At Alexandersville, six Colorado this year, and that 50,000
to admiring friends,if not to the vulgar property.
of Court is not a very good one at any
miles
south
of
here, several persons are more will come from other Western
States. The calf crop of this year is
rate. They should have an occasional herd.
In any event, it is high time to adver known to have been injured and one about 250,000, and when all the new
lady is reported to have been killed,
opportunity to observe how justice af
tise for it. If anything is to be done while a saw-mill barn and other build cattle are there, Colorado stock will
fects the criminal so as to become ac
with it, now is the season. When the ings were destroyed. Near Woodburn amount to about 2,000,000. The largest
quainted with its workings.
Presidential harvest shall have been the residence and other buildings be purchasers of Texas cattle have been
the Pryor Brothers of Pueblo. They
reaped and garnered the distribution longing to Edward Wheately were de will drive 45,000 head into Colorado,
Two
A m a rked change is observed as to plan will not be heard of for many stroyed, with other property.
farm-hands are reported missing. Brick and to do that will require a force of
the destination and expectations of thé
years to come, probably not in its pat school house No. 9 was destroyed and forty men and 400 horses. The journey
immigrants who land at Castle Garden.
ron’s day.
the roof was carried 500, yards. Mr. will last from sixty to ninety days.
Formerly a large proportion of them
Let it be hunted up and presented to Harris’ house and barn were destroyed.
A mule story is told by Dr. William.
remained in New York and other Eas each Presidential candidate and party A child was caught in the cyclone, car A. Hammond in the Youth's Compan
tern cities apd kindly undertook to run in turn until some one is found weak ried 200 yards and dropped to the earth ion. While stationed at Fort Webster
slightly injured.
in what is now Arizona, he started
the municipal affairs of the cities which
enough to give it the benefit of a new
Considering the large number of down the canon on a very fine and large
they honored by choosing as places of
houses destroyed the loss of life must mule. The beast stopped abruptly, and
indorsement.
abode. The new arrivals are mostly
have been heavy. In the neighborhood signified that he would not budge a step.
taking Greeley’s advice, however, and OUR W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R of Miamisburg the damage is heavy. Spurs were dug into his flanks to no
In this city there was a heavy rain, ac purpose. There he stood as firm as a
going West to grow up with the country
W a s h in g t o n , D. C., April. 28, 1884. companied by hail, bnt there was little
rock. Hammond pulled him round,
before running for Congress. Ten thou
That the mission of the Grand Army wind. One freak of the cyclone was and galloped back to the fort.
The
sand arrived last Saturday and Sunday
of the Republic is not a political one is that in Dayton and five miles south of next morning it was ascertained that at
and over forty thousand landed at va probably true, because they have al the city there were rain and hail, while a point scarcely a hundred yards in
rious points during the month of ways protested that it is not, but for a still father south there was rain and no advance of where the mule had gained
non-political organization I must say hail, still father south there was hail his victory some Apache Indians had
March.
that it cuts a larger figure in the shaping and no rain, and in some sections of the ambushed the road, and but for the
Mr. R an d a ll opposed, in a general of the political affairs of the nation, so country devastated there was neither brute’s keen nose and ears, and firmness
nor hail.
in resisting an obstinate man, short
way, appropriations to the Navy De far as Congress is concerned, than is rain
A t Billbrook, Greene county, at least work would have been made of both.
consistent with its protests. In the
partment. For this he is severely con Senate on one day of last week there fifteen farm houses were more or less
demned by various individuals and were no fewer than fifty-two petitions, damaged, but the occupants generally
newspapers. The House out-voted him, remonstrances and other documentary escaped by taking refuge in the cellars.
also. The navy of this great country proceedings emanating from that organ From Carrollton the cyclone took a
direct easterly course and its force was
is a peculiar as well as a novel insti ization in different parts of the coun not in the least spent when it reached
try, and I am told that it was a dull
tution. In times past millions of the day for that kind of matter, too. Most Jamestown, a thriving village of 600
S p e c ia lty P a te n t c a u l« befor* th* Patent (
people’s money have been spent for of these petitions were prayers for more inhabitants, which it is reported, was
and the GaurU. Reasonable terme. Opinion a
entirely
destroyed,
only
a
few
buildings
patentability, free of eharge. Bend for eireular;
pension
bills,
and
consequently
more
building it up and placing it in a re
left
standing.
The
meagre
telegraph
spectable position as compared with millions out of the Treasury in addition
reports received here state that six per
the naval resources of other nations, to the hundred millions now • drawn. sons are known to have been killed, FST A TE NOTICE.
There were some for the equalization of
and. withal the U. S. Navy at present is bounties, a measure that has twice pass while twenty were more or less injured.
Estate of Hannah Paul, late of Upper Prov
Among other residences that of L. idence, township, Montgomery county, deceased.
nothing more or less than a disgrace to ed the Senate but fortunately not
persons indebted to said estate are request
the country. It is therefore desirable reached In the House, which would Wickersham was lifted from its founda edAll
to make immediate payment, and those hav
tion
and
carried
quite
a
distance.
draw
from
the
Treasury
yet
another
ing
legal
claims against the same, will present
that the appropriations just made will
Owing to the country being sparsely them without delay in proper order for settle
hundred
million
of
dollars
annually.
prove to be of substantial benefit.
ment to
DAVID KEYSER, Executor.
Under this sort of pressure, which the settled and the blockaded condition of 463.
P. O. Address, Trappe, Pa.
the
roads,
accurate
details
cannot
be
average Congressman could not resit if
G o v ern or C l e v e l a n d , of New York, he would, and more of them would not obtained, but with such destruction of
JOSEPH STO N E,
has signed the bill prohibiting the resist if they knew what would become property the loss of life must be terrimanufacture and sale of oleomargarine. of them if they did, it becomes quite ible. Near Xenia there was considera- C A R P E T W E A V E R ,
able destruction. The Soldiers and
This has created a breeze among the apparent that the G. A. R., if it has not and Sailors’ Orphans’ Home was badly
much to do with politics, it has a
P E R K IQ M E N B R ID G E .
manufacturers of that article, who have mighty sight to do with politicians.
damaged and the barn, Laundry and
large amounts of capital invested in the
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
A frigid coldness has suddenly other buildings were destroyed. The
guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
business and who are loudly denoun sprung up between those two great hospital and other structures were un Satisfaction
sale at reasonable prices.
roofed.
Miss
Harvey,
matron,
and
men
with
a
boom—Logan
and
Lincoln
cing the measure as unconstitutional
Night Watchman Richardson were in
and unjust. They declare that they Had it not been for Logan, Lincoln jured, but none of the children were
would never have got a place in the
will defy the law and let the courts de Cabinet of Mr. Garfield, and had it not hurt. Between Jasper and Ceder creek
cide on its validity. Whatever may be been for Lincoln, Logan’s boom would on the Narrow gauge Railroad, the
MUNN A CO., o f th e Scientific A merican , con
to act as Solicitors for Patents, Caveats. Trade
the result of the war between the man not now be in such a fearful state of damage is great to farm property, and tinue
Marks, Copyrights, for th e U nited States, .Canada,
at
this
point
some
trains
were
unable
to
disgruntlement.
Logan
wanted
his
England,
France, Germany, etc. Hand Book about
ufacturers and the authorities, the for
free, Thirty-M venyears' experience.
Egyptian friend Green B. Raum, and move on account of the wind, while Patents sent
obtained through MUNN 4 CO^are noticed
mer have only themselves to blame that his oratorical •fide» Achates, Emory others did not dare pass over the Ceder InPatents
the Scientific A merican , the largest, best, and
most widely circulated scientific paper. 13.20 a year.
any conflict exists. Had they been Stores, to occupy seats in the Chicago creek trestle during the cyclone. In all Weekly. Splendid engravings and interesting in
formation. Specimen oopy o f th e B d r a tiM A m ersent free. Address M U N N sC O y Scientific
willing to sell their product for what it Convention, the one to work up the directions south and east of here the Ican
A merican Office, XI Broadway, New York. >___
scene
of
destruction
defies
description.
the boys,
yeally was no one would have thought military enthusiasm

New York Republican Conven
tion was held on Wednesday, last week.
I t is evident that Mr. Arthur is not
able to command the support of liis own
State. The action of the Convention
was governed by men who are opposed
to both Arthur and Blaine, and the
result is an apparent victory for Ed
munds. It is admitted, however, that
Blaine has many warm supporters in
New York who were not shrewd enough
to control the action of the Convention.
I t was a drawn battle between Arthur
and Blaine.
T he

From the Brooklyn Eagle.

E. S. M O SER, .
D E A R S IR :—-We will drop that old advertisement,
continue it no longer ; we do.not want to advertise Hay Forks.Scythes and
• sneaths at this season o f the year. That will never do.
Cold weather is coming on and we want the Public 'to ¿not» that w e .
have something to keep them warm.
I f you want something to keep the body warm you can get it at reason
able prices. C A N T O N F L A N N E L S , good as well as cheap. UN
D E R W EAR fo r the aged—middle aged, ond young ; fo r men and women.
Colored, white afid 'mixed,'at all prices.
Look at our C A SSIM E R E S and O V E R C O A T IN G S we will sell
reasonable and good Goods. Gome and examine and see fo r yourself.
Ladies we have some good and desirable D R E SS GOODS; come and
see them. We are always willing to show goods, we also have an assort
ment o f B U T T O N S —all styles,- L A C E S and TRIM M ING S, Calico,
cheap Muslin and Flannels. We first, clothe the body now fo r the feel,
we can clothe them fo r you. L A D IE S SH O ES all prices and S T Y L E S ;
M E N S H E A V Y B O O TS and SHOES. Also Shoes fo r boys and chil
dren. You also want Hose ; you can get them right here at all prices.
Now we want something to keep o f the snow and rain, come and see our
Oossameres,for men, women and children.
Men and boys do not forget the head and hands you can get HA TS and
CAPS as well as O L O V E S as cheap as elsewhere.
We almostforgot Floor Oil Gloth, we have quite a number o f Patterns and
styles fro m one yard quarter pattern to 2 1-2 yards wide; do not’forget
to see it.
We also keep a GOOD L I N E o f G R O C E RIE S, O IL, P A IN T S ,
G L A SS and H A R D W A R E , Horshoe Nails and many other articles we
cannot enumerate at present.
I am thankful to the public fo r past favors, and trust that I will merit
and receive further patronage.

G . F . IIl-N S IC K K R .
I ro n B r id g e ,

P. O.

RAHN STATION, PA.

HOWARD LEOPOLD*

POTTSTOWN, PA*.
I tching P iles —Symptoms and Cure .
The symptoms are moisture, like perspiration,
intense itching, increased by scratching, very
distressing, particularly at night, seems as if pinworms were crawling in and about the rectum ;
the private parts are sometimes affected. If al
lowed to continue very serious results may fol
low. “ SWAYNE’S OINTMENT” is a pleasant
sure cure. Also for Tetter, Itch, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head. Erysipelas, Barbers' Itch* Blotches,
all scaly, crusty skin, diseases. Sent by mail for
50 cents ; 3 boxes, $1.25, (in stamps). Address,
DR. SWAYNE & SON, Philadelphia, Pa. Sold
by Druggists.
Swayne’s P ills —Comforting to the Sick .
Thousands die from neglect to properly treat
Impure Blood, Constipation, Dyspepsia, Malaria,
Apoplexy, Liver, Kidney, Heart Disease, Dropsey,
and Rheumatism. But to the debilitated, bur
dened with such serious sickness, we conscien
tiously recommeud “ SWAYNE’S PILLS,” which
contain medicinal properties possessed by no other
remedy. Sent by mail 25 cents, box of 30 p ills; 5
boxes, $1, (in stamps). Address, DR. SWAYNE
& SON, Philadelphia, Pa. Sold by Druggists.

J U S T R E C E IV E D !
: : A LA R G E IN V O IC E OF : :
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ENVELOPES, From 7 to 18 Cents per Pack. W RITING PA PER from 10 to
20 Cents per Quire. Drawing Paper and Drawing Books.

Calbert’s Ague Fills Cures Ague and Malaria.
Culbert’s Liver Pills cure Billiousness* Costiveness &c.
P IT R E S P I C E S A. S P E C I A I iT Y .

C U L B E R T ’S

D R U G STO RE,

COLLEGEVILLE, F A .

JOSEPH

G,

GOTWALS,

(Successor to E. C. KEELOR.)
CHOICE, NEW CLOVER SEED,
Bran, Chop Cob Corn, &c. &c., on
P R O V ID E N C E SQ U ARE,
L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E
hand and for sale by
SPECIAL N O TIC E:—I recently bought an original package of the Best
F. W. W ETH ERILL,
Iron Stone, China Ware.
As to quality there is none superior, coming as it
—A R C O L A M I L L S , —
does from England. Also a full line of C. C. Ware, and Domestic Queensware,
Collegeville, P. O., Pa.
Areola Mills. all of which will be sold at rock bottom prices. The usual cry of reduction has
taken effect at my place, also. A good assortment of Dry Goods can always
be shown, and now at reduced prices. Cauatic soda, single pound or in pack
ages of five. Carp chain in variety. Clothes Wringers at reduced prices. Our

SOMETHING

N EW ! NEW.
-A T-

___P R I C E S

"W I L L

C O M P E T E -----

with other stores, anywhere, town or country. Competition defied in

CLOTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS,
C ut and made up by himself.
by calling at the

Prices as low at the lowest, Satisfaction guaranteed. Yon will profit

Providence Square Store.

F en to n B ros.,

m A H EA D ! J i H. C. STYER,

An elegant, fine Sil
ver-plated Spoon giv
en away with a mam
moth 3 lb. bar of
“ID EA L” W h i t e
Soap, price, only 25
cents.
SPECIAL

Trappe,

DRIVE IN MUS
LINS. New York
Mills, 12c, former
ly 14. Warns utta
12c.; formerly 14.
Wiliiamsville, 12,
formerly 14. Fruit

EVERYBODY Exclaims, upon viewing
Our IMMENSE NEW Stock of SPRING
GOODS, Ju st opened, Consisting of all
the Standards in

Glotis, Cassine»,

of Loom, 10 c., for
merly 12 c. Lousdale, 10c., formerly
12. Hill, 10, former
ly 12. These are best
makes, o t h e r s re
duced in same proper-

-A FULL LINE OF—

GROCERIES
At. reason aille prices.

tion. We have a
bargain in fine lin
en shirt fronts.
Remnants of 5 to
10 yds of very best
calicoes, only 6 c.
per j’ard.
Job lot of writing paper,
invitation cards and en
velopes in boxes irom 10 c.
to 20 c. per box. Men’s blue
flannel shirts from 95c.to$1.50.
A beautiful decorated cup and
saucer given away with a pound of
best green and black tea mixed at 60 c.
pound. Rio coffee 14 c., 17 c. and 20 c.
Kettle coffee 20 c. Java coffee 30 e . Fresh
Akron Oat meal 5 c . lb. Very best syrup
55 c. gal. New crop New Orleans molasses
75 c. gal. Two large sacks of fine table salt 9 c.
Large sack Liverpool ground salt only $1.00.
Caustic 6oda ia 5 pounds cans @ 8 c.
Choice brands of can corn, peas and
tomatoes @ 10, 11 and 12 c. Finest
evaporated peaches 20 c . ft). Full
cream New YorK cheese 17 c. lb.
New YorK pic Kies 10 c. dozen.
We maKe a specialty of all
Kinds of oils. Sappho safety
oil 18 c . g al. Head Light
oil $1.50 test, white only
14 c. gal. Large stocK
of ladies and children’s fine shoes, also men’s
boots and
shoes
at exceedingly
low
prices. Every pair w arranted. Large selected
stocK of queens and glassware 6 in. plates
English stoneware only 60 c. doz. 7 in. plates
Euglish stoneware only 70 c. doz.

PATENTS

vn

Collegeville* Fa.

ALSO

GOODS:-

T R IM M IN G S ,
Corsets,

Hosiery,

Underwear.

ItT O T IC O S T S -

Clothing made to okdeR.
A(un Une G R O C E R I E S *n,i
best.
of

HATS

HARDW ARE,

NEW

SiCStoc
AK.P S ,

WOOD AND

Boots Sc Shoes
We are going to “ Wake them up early and
keep them up late,” and calulate upon making
our prices “ town talk.” We do not hesitate to
mention that OUR OBJECT is to convert our
splendid stock into cash as soon as possible* and
if YOU OBJECT to paying two prices for things
you must have, ju st drop in and try to compre
hend our DROP in prices. Another item, also,
you will then notice, that An active trade is
always conducted on the small profit plan.

APRIZE.

Send six cents for postage, and reliceive free, a costly box of goods
which will help all, of either sex, to more money
right away than anything else in this world. For
tunes await the workers absolutely sure. At
once address T rue & Co., Augusta, Maine.

Pa.

W ILLO W W ARE.
In Good Variety and at

BOTTOM P R IC E S .

H, C. STYER,
T R A fP E y PA.

TRAPPE, PA.

Providence Independent.
T h u rsd ay , M ay i, ' 1884.
TERMS:—$1.25 PER TEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper has a larger circulation
in this section o f the county than any
other paper published. , As an adver
tising medium the “ Independent” ranks
among the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula
tion in various localities throughout the
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher to make the “ Independent" one o f
the best local and general newspapers
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
this end we invite correspondence from
every section.

Death;

Kate, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hgnry Yeagle, of Skippackville, died
on. Monday of last week, of consump
tion, aged 23 years. The funeral was
held on Thursday. Interment in the
Lutheran cemetery, Trappe. The de
ceased had been sick several months
previous to her death. Her death is
sincerely regretted by a large circle of
friends.
The burgess of Phcenixville, Z. E.
Colehower, is a man possessed of at
least good intentions. He has caused
notices to be posted on the trees in that
borough, to the effect that on and after
May 1, 1884, corner lounging will be
prohibited, and cigar stores be com
pelled to keep their doors closed or
suffer the’ penalty of the law, all of
which appears well on paper and will
look much better when put in force ;
especially so, as regards the habitual
Phcenixville corner bummer. We enter
tain tiie opinion that Phcenixville and
Pottstown can furnish a greater num
ber of curbstone heelers, in proportion
to the population, than any other two
boroughs known to civilization. ■

There was a rumbling report and Accounts of Supervisors of Upper NOTICE !
Foley’s body was blown up into the air
Providence Township.
The annual meeting of the tiietnbers ôf the
a considerable distance. The rever
Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire and Storm Insur
berations drowned the thud with which
DAVID SCHWENK, DR.
ance Company of Montgomery county will be
the mangled and bleeding body fell. Balance at settlement, April 28, 1883 $ 366.87 held at the Public House of J. W. S. Gross*
Perkiomen Bridge, in Upper Providence town
$1908.28
The man’s head was lacerated and dis Amount of tax-duplicate,
8.15 1895.13 ship, county aforesaid, Pa., on MONDAY, MAY'
figured to a sickening degree. Death Deduct taxes not collectable,
5, 1884, a t 10 o’clock, a. in., for the purpose of
was instantaneous. An inquest was
$2262.00 electing thirteen managers to serve for the ensu
ing year. The election will be opened at 1
DAVID
SCHWENK,
CR.
held and a verdict of accidental death
o’clock p. m., and continue open until 3 .o ’clock
was rendered. Foley lived at Fourth Labor and material in part, $1548,71
p. m. The present Board will meet at 9 o’clock
Bills paid for lumber,
95.00
and Ford streets, Bridgeport, and was , <i <* “ smithwork,
a. m.
13.00
H. W. KRATZ, Secretary.
about 35 years of age. He leaves a
“ “ “ nails and spikes,
8.50
Cash
paid
attorney
(Sw
artz),
15,00
widow
and
four
children.
Home Flashes and Stray Sparks
■
“ “ surveying,
5.50

Mont Clare, Upper Providence, for a
hotel license, a hearing in the matter
took place in the office of I. P. Wanger, Esq., Norristown, Tuesday morn
ing. A number of depositions of par
ties who favor and who object to the
granting of the license were taken. The
petitioner was represented by Charles
Hunsicker and H. C. Boyer, Esq., and
the remonstrants by I. P. Wanger,
Esq.
From' Abroad.

—And now it’s getting too dry 1 And
what are we going to do about it ?

A fair, for the benefit of the Sunday
School of St. James Episcopal Church,
will be held on the 7, 8, 9, and 10th of
May in the Evansburg public school
house, under the management of several
little girls, connected with the Sunday
School. The fair will be open at 2 and
7.30 o’clock p. m. Single Admission
10 cents. Season tickets 25 cts.

—A red Moon ! Probably th'e in
habitants are engaging in a bloody
2082.21
conflict! ‘
179.79
—James Meminger, of Ursinus
College, walked from Phcenixville to
$2262.00
JOHN D. SAYLOR, DR.
this place, a distance of five miles, in
$1707.70
one hour, the other day, a feat of pe- From Our Trappe Correspondent. Amount of tax duplicate,
Deduct taxes not collectable,
3.25 1704.45
destrianism that deserves more than a
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
JOHN
D.
SAYLOB,
CR.
Indications are that we are going to
mere passing recognition. We doubt
We publish the following schedule gratuitously
and material, in part, $1242.14
whether even Prof. Landis can beat this have a dry spring. Several times dur Labor
for the convenience of our reader».
86.25
Bills for lumber,
ing
the
past
week,
it
looked
as
though
record.
14.75
“ “ smithwork
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as
6.75
“
“
nails
and
spikes,
it might rain, but “All signs fail in dry
follows :
5.00
.
Printing
statements
for
’83
—The parson visited the circus. In weather.”
FOR PH IL A D E L PH IA AND POIN T8 SOUTH.
12.00
Duplicate tax books.
regard to the color of the .“ Light of
Milk......... ................................................6.56 a.m .,
1.25
and oath o f office,
A German shoemaker, by the name Bond
Accommodation................................... .8.28 a. m.
Asia” he is uncertain but is'inclined to
5.00
Labor book,
M arket.....................................................1.25 p. m. OUR N O R R IST O W N L E T T E R . believe that the animal is an elephant of Yogleman, living near Mingo, sud To-day, self at audit,
2.00
accomodation............................
4-42 p.m.
denly disappeared last Monday morn 147 days as Supervisor, and set
N o r r isto w n , April 28, 1884.
anyhow!
tling
tax
and
labor
acc’s,
294,00
1669.14
FOB ALLENTOW N AND PO IN TS N O R ÏH AND W EST.
ing. He said when be left, that he in
in Supervisor Saylor’s
Mail......... T v . . . . . . . . ---- -----------LOS »• m.
—Chester claimes to have more tended to visit Philadelphia, but since Balance
The Pennsylvania Schuylkill Yalley
35.31
hands at settlement, this day,
Accomodation............... ............. »........ 9-44 a. m.
M arket....................... ............................. 3.18 p. m. Railroad Company is about erecting creameries than any other county in the then nothing has befn seen or heard
$1704.45
Accommodation.............................
6.41 the
p.m.new depot at the corner of DeKalb State. I t is also claimed that it has a concerning him. I t was afterward dis
Audited and reported by the undersigned, Au
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
and Lafayette streets, this borough. Gay street bridge.
covered that he owed a large bill for ditors
of the township of Upper Providence, and
Milk.......................................................... 6.56 a. m. Estimates have been put for the differ
rent
in
Pottstown,
as
well
as
the
board
attested
by the Clerk of said township, April
Accomodation................... -...................4.59 p. m.
—Two cars loaded with farm pro bill and rent where he last resided.
ent
parts
of
the
work,
and
the
contract
19,1884.
J. WARREN ROYER,
N O RTH .
duce left Collegeville station for Phil
N. S. MOYER,
Accommodation............................................ 9.30a .mfor
. the mason work has been awarded adelphia-on Tuesday.
■The Grangers of this place, held a
M. V. DEWILER.
Milk..................................................... •.5.58p. m. to Daniel E. Houpt, while Ziebfer H art’
literary entertainment in their hall, on Attest—William Mattfs, Township Clerk.
has secured the brick work. Both of
—Advice to prolific inkslingersr
Saturday evening last. The exercises
| ■3j&mAll communications, business or these gentlemen are from Norristown.
. J One perfect line,
consisted of dialogues, readings, comic
PUBLIC SA L E
Harry
Sheldrake,*
of
Roxborough,
is
otherwise, transmitted to us. through the
Iff j , To live and shine,
recitations
and
music.
They
had
a
fair
OF
the architect. The materials will be
Is worth far mdre, •
attendance.
The programme was a
mails, to receive immediate attention, furnished by thè company. According : v
Than pages score, £ £ :
lengthy one, and lasted until nearly
must be directed to Collegeville, P. 0., to the plans given the depot is to be of
V
T hai live a day, | j |
midnight.
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY,
brick,, pointed with black mòrtar, hav
hereafter.
Then pass away.
This unusually quiet place was quite MAY 5, 1884, at Croll’s Hotel, Skippackville,
ing a front of 30 feet on DeKalb, and a
ONE CAR
— Youth's Companion.
startled one day last week by a gun
( Load of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
The accounts of the Supervisors of depth of 86 feet 7 inches on Lafayette
powder
explosion,
which
resulted
in
the
from
York
county.
Good judgm ent was
—Mr. A, H. Seipt, of Skippackville,
this township are published elsewhere street. It will be surrounded on all
exercised
in
thè
selection
of this stock, and it
loss
of
one
life—the
life
of
a
pig.
Gun
sides,
by
a
porch
one-story
high.
The
has gone to Florida. Probably he can
in this paper.
will be to' the interest of purchasers to attend
roof will be similar to that of the Main see something in the shape of our new powder is very dangerous, therefore we sale. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock,
should be very careful how we use it.
Conditions by
H. H. ALLEBACH
street’station, and will form a secondH. H. Allebach will hold his next story’. In its interior arrangement the depot down there!
Quite a number of., our citizens went J . G. Fetterolf, auct.
sale of fresh cows at Groll’s hotel, station will have three principal divis
—“ White elephants” are deleterious to Norristown on Sio'nd’ay last, to see
P U B L IC S A L E OF
Skippackville, on Monday afternoon, ions. Fronting on DeKalb street will to the cause of Sunday religion.—N or the great Forepaugh show, especially
ristown
Times.
Not
particularly
so
to
May 5.
to see the White elephant, “ The Light
be the gentlemen’s waiting room, with
a depth of 26 feet 6 inches. Back of the morel condition of some of the of Asia,” or some other light.
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
The Evansburg M. E. Sunday school that will be the ladies’ room, of the Norristown editors; excepting of course
A day or two ago, a man passed MAY
8, 1884, at Reiff’s Hotel, Rahn Stationwill open for the season next Sunday same size. Between the two and lighted brother Wills !
120 head of fresh cows, selected by the un,
through this place, with two ponies
dersigned. They are a good lot of cows
morning, at 9 o’clock. Rev. S. Gracey,- by a bay window opening on Lafayette
—The Register stated some time ago hitched to a skeleton wagon selling a
of Spring City, pastor of the church, street, will be the ticket and telegraph that a young man walked from one end superior kind of varnish put up in small and cannot fail to suit purchasers. Sale at 1
by
will act as Superintendent of the school. office, with windows opening into both of the DeKalb street bridge to the bottles, seven of which he sold for one o’clock, p. m. Conditions
AARON BERNTHEISLER.
the waiting rooms. At the lower end other in ten seconds. The distance is dollar. He said it could not be sur L. H. Ingram, Auct.
F. G. Hobson, Esq., M. Y. Weber of the depot will bff the baggage room 800 feet That’s a whopper ! “ Pepper” passed in giving gloss to furniture,
carriage tops, harness, etc. Quite a
and J L. Heysinger, a commission and toilet rooms for ladies and gentle isn’t such a bad fellow after all.
number bought of' his varnish, which
appointed by the Court to inquire into men,
—Nero Hunsicker, of Lower Provi no doubt will prove to be a humbug.
Many of our prominent lawyers
the mental condition of Sarah Yeager,
Lower Providence, have declared Mrs. were engaged in arguing the Montgom dence, was severely kicked by a horse
ery county cases in the Supreme Court several days ago.
Yeager insane.
Random Thoughts.
during last week. The cases argued
f
—It
is
said
that
“
Prospect
Terrace”
A fine out stone domicile, finished in
were Rennyson v. Rozell, Rodrpck. v.
STOCK
—OF—
The egg crop of this country last Yerkes, Davis v. Michener, the Abing- will “boom” this summer under its new artistic style may contain a heart as
year amounted to $4T5,682,889, being ton Building Association v. Melchor, management.
hard as flint, so hard that poverty
only $8,992,890 less than the wheat the Pottsgrove Road case, Bean’s ap
clothed in rags can make no impression
—Contractor
Ellis
is
rushed
with
crop, not counting the millions of eggs peal, Price’s appeal, the DeKalb street
upon it. It may harbor the soul of a
and chickens consumed by farmers and bridge case, and others. In the DeKalb carpenter work.
philanthropist.---- .-The time we occupy
others of which no reports are made.
—Tell me, mother, tell your daugh in attending (with our mouths) to other
street bridge case the writ was quashed
and, às the Times has it, “the case was ter, tell me truly, do not scoff, tell me people’s business might be profitably
Max Michael, who escaped last Fri kicked out of court.” The' judges, if you think I oughter take these dnrn- utilized in studying our own defects
day from the Norristown. Asylum, re however, have retained the paper books ed old flannnelsoff ?— Evansville Argus. and how to obviate them.——Christ
turned to his home 945 Leithgow street, in the case and as ye( have not render
—Dandelions in the meadows,—an taught children the doctrine of love in
a very practical vay. Sunday school
Philadelphia, and on Sunday evening ed their final decision, still there can be occasional dude on the sidewalk.
teachers sometimes scare them, by
set fire to a bed in which he and a one only the slightest doubt but that they
—Dr. Talmage reckons that it has picturing the torments of a hell.-— year old child were lying. Both were will decide against the Bridge Company.
To-day has been a gala day for the taken 1,000,000 years to evolve him We are never satisfied with the weather.
burned to a crisp, when discovered
people of Norristown. Schools were from an ape, Barnum or Forepaugh I t is either too cold, too wet or too dry.
closed, work to a great extent suspend could have done the job in half an Afterwhile it will be too hot I——A cirAn examination of the pupils of the ed, and the great mass of our people hour, and better, too,
ous or a menagarie and circus combined
public schools of Lower Providence were on the streets wending their way
are not sources of beneficial recreation
—Neighbor Gottschall has just re —in the opinion of one of the educa
township, was held on Saturday by toward the upper end of the town,—-all
-WOOD AND WILLOW WAREProfessor Hoflecker at the Green Tree because Forepaugh’s celebrated circus ceived a Very large addition to his tors of this town. An honest opinion,
SHOVELS,
school house. Six pupils passed a suc and menagerie have paid our borough stock of boots and shoes. His stock, no doubt.---- “And the sower went forth NAILS, FORKS,
RAKES,
HOES.
cessful examination, to whom diplomas a visit. At about 9:30 yesterday morn in quality and price, can’t be beat. Cali to sow,” and afterwhile the reaper will
will be presented on behalf of the direc ing the first section of the show arrived and see for yourself.
go forth to reap. In the meantime let
----- COMPLETE STOCK O F-----tors, by L. E. Corson, Esq., on Thurs and was placed on a siding of the Stony
-—Brother Saylor, of the Pottstown it be hoped that the harvest will be a
day, May 8.
Creek railroad. This attracted a large Chronicle viewed the White elephant. good one.— -The young man who de
crowd and detracted considerably from So did brother Robarts of the Messen lights in fast driving on Sunday, and
The Ironbridge Cornet Band will the attendence of the ' churches and ger, and so did the inspired editors of who makes frequenflatop^ on his way,
give an entertainment in Friendship Sunday schools. Hundreds of people Norristown, one and all, probably ex just for amusement, of course, may be
At bottom prices. I am thankfn) to
the public for past favors and hope to
Hall, Ironbridge, on Saturday evening, were to be seen along the railroad, cepting brother Wills. There is a dif on the track that leads to prosperity.,
1
merit
continued patronage.
May 10. The programme will no doubt some inspecting the section that had ference of opinion as to the real, natur and then again he may be under fall
prove to be very interesting one! This arrived, and all waiting patiently for al color of the beast, Saylor intimates sail in the other channel. You can’t
F . B. RUSHONG,
musical organization is making admira the arrival of the other sections. To that the animal looks something like always te ll!-----Mock modesty is often
ble progress and is likely to occupy in ward evening the latter came, and then any other elephant. Robarts thinks it’s a thin disguise.----- A malicious liar
Trappe, Fa.
the near future a prominent position all the sections were quickly unloaded, a genuine specimen, but is not reported is an abomination to humanity.----and
the
show
proceeded
to
a
lot
on
It
does
not
require
a
very
among similar institutions in the
to have said whether he means genuine
county, I t therefore deserves the sup Franklin avenue, wherein a remarkably white or black. Reifsnyder of the Reg brave man to advocate a popular prin
short time the tents were, erected and ister didn’t take much stock in the ciple of right. I t requires a hero to
port of the community.
the necessary arrangements made . for “ tiger hunter” but was content with an maintain an honest principle that hap
Having a large assortment of remnants and
the morrow’s exhibition.
pieces of handsome brocaded silks, satins and
interview with the “snake charmer.” pens to be very unpopular.
Rev. J. L. Heysinger, chairman of
velvets, we are putting them up in assorted (ran
The procession was formed this
the Sunday School Association of morning before 10 o’clock. Three brass Meredith scooped in the whole circus
dies and furnishing them for “ Crazy Patchwork’
Cushions, Mats, Tidies, &c., <&c, P ackage No.
Montgomery county, sends us the fol bands and a blind of Arabian musicians and managarie with one draught of
Philadelphia Produce Market.
1—Is a handsome bundle of exquisite silks,
journalistic
inspiration
and
flooded
a
lowing : “The Sunday School Asso discoursed plenty of music to enliven
satins and brocaded velvets (all different.) Just
F
lour.
column
with
interesting
observations
the thing for the most superb pattern of fancy
ciation of Montgomery county, will the occasion. The streets .along the
work. Sent postpaid for 56 cents in postal note
4 50 @ 4 75
hold its second annual meeting , on route were filled with thousands of but purposely neglected any allusion to Pennsylvania Extra Family
;or 1-cent stamps. P ackage No, 8—Containing
Western Extra
5 10 @ 6 00
Thursday, May 29, next, in Trinity people, many of them having come the elephant. Helfenstein and Wills Rye
three times as much as package No. 1. Sent
Flour
@ 3 50
Christian Church, Collegeville, (Rev. J. from the surrounding country. There are yet to hear from. The latter, very
postpaid for $1.00, These are all of the very
G3AT5T.;
finest quality and cannot be equalled at any
H. Hendricks, pastor,) morning, after were many conspicuous features in the likely, viewed the animal, if he looked
other «ilk works in the U. 8. at three times our
1 18 @ 1 19
Wheat
noon: and evening. Editors of . the parade, the elephant, the camels ridden that way at all, from a distance with an Red
prices. They will please any lady. One order
68 © 63
Corn
county are respectfully requested to in by Arabs in costume, the dromedaries, opera glass, and in point of general Oats
always
brings a dozen more. L adies’ M anual
39 @ 4 3
of F ancy Woke , with 400 illustrations and full
70 @ 73
sert this notice as a contribution to the and the horsemen attracted the most tone and loftiness of expression, his Rye
instructions for artistic fancy work, handsomely
opinion, if expressed, will certainly set
cause.”
bound, postpaid, 50 cts. Order now.' Address,
PROVISIONS.
attention. The performance in the after tle the question. However, Johnson of
The Rochestek Silk Co., Rochester, N. Y.
noon and this evening was excellent, the Record and Thomas of the Lansdale Mess Pork
17 50: @18 50
A regular meeting of the Garfield and is highly spoken of by every one
Mess
Beef
18
00"
@14
00
Lyceum was held in Fenton’s hall last who was there. Some of the best fea Reporter must be heard from, too.
Dried Beef
17 00 @18 00
Beef Hams
■27 00 @27 50
Thursday evening. A very entertaining tures of the performance were the snake
Hams
n iM
programme was mentally digested by an charmer, the jugglers and acrobats, the
Commissions of Justices of the Peace Sides
10
interested audience.
The Garfield rope and wire walking and performance have been received in the Recorder of Shoulders
9)4®
19
k
@
8)4
Lyceum has become one of the per on the trapeze and horizontal bar, the Deed’s office as'follows : Thomas -G. Pickled Shoulders
Who
will
say
“
X
will
not
plant fruit trees, I
9%@
9)4
manent institutions of this community. performance of the Arabs, bareback Rutter, Pottstown ; John W. Sdhall, Lard
will not live to get the fruit.” We have heard
similar expressions from people and their homes
SEED S.
Its influence, in the direction of intel riding by men and women, performance Norristown; Clinton Rorer,Cheltenham;
show at a great distance how foolish the talk.
lectual development is good. The op of the trained elephants, and the hippo J. William Hillegass, Douglass ; Edwin Clover
Do. away with folly or fogyism, enliven your
9%© 10
portunities it grants in the way of re drome races. So far as I am aware the S. Riche, Moreland ; John M. Boorse, Flaxseed c'
homes, encourage your children and prove to
1 70 @ 1 78
your country that you have not lived the life
@ 1 40
creation for those intellectually inclin entire exhibition passed off without any Lansdale ; Frank H. Conrad, West Con- Timothy :
of a miser. Where can we get our stock oi
ed, are also good. As a convenient animosity being shown by the roughs shohocken. Charles H. Marple, Ply
trees, shrubbery, &c. ? Why of Abel JJ, Fox,
’Philadelphia Hay Market
outlet for a pyrotechnical display of ac of our town to the showmen. When I mouth ; L. E. Corson, Lower Provi
Collegeville, who has been in the business fouryear« and who has always given satisfaction to
P hiladelphia , April 26,1384.
cumulated knowledge, it can’t be beat. look back a few years and recall the dence; Byron McCracken, Jenkintown ;
his customers, knowing as he does which are
Long live the Garfield Lyceum.
various jars' and affrays which were A. S. Hallman, Norristown ; John 0,
During the week ending the above date there tiie mosf«nltable lor this soil and climate. He
sure to arise before the departure of a Dannehower, Upper Salford ; John C. were received a t . the Farmers’ Hay and Straw goes to the nursery in the morning and returns
Market 298 loads of hay and 47 o f straw, which in the evening with your stock fresh and green
for your use thé next morning. He has the first
Twenty’ years ago James Hutchin circus from here, this seems remarkable, Snyder, Norristown. The newly elec were sold at the following prices 1
ted
justices
enter
upon
the
duties
of
but,
nevertheless,
for
the
sake'of
peace
Prime Timothy Hay per 100 pounds
95@1 05 individual yet to hear from- who was dissatis
son, of Springtown, Bucks county,
Mixed
’ “
*■•:'
'85@ 95 fied with his stock, and he defies any or all com
gave an acquaintance ten cents and we can rejoice that it is so. A numbt x their offices Monday, May 5.
Straw per 100 pounds, “ • * '
85@ 95 petition. Directions for tree wash and insect
of
pick-pockets
and
robbers
have
come
destroyer given to every customer.
requested him to tiring a package of
Philadelphia Cattle Market.
along
with
the
circus,
but
owing
to
the
James Foley, a workman employed
tobacco along from the store to which
Beef cattle were a fraction lower. 4000 head
t he man was going. H e brought the vigilance of the police, I do not think at Hugh Mclnnis’ quarries, near Bridge arrived
and sold at the different yards at 4)4n4%e. piA N O S
package and the affair was forgotten they have been able to do much mis port, met with a sudden and horrible per lb., as to quality.
chief.
Half
a
dozen
suspicious
char
Sheep were a fraction lower. 8000 head arrived
death, Tuesday forenoon. The stories
Tuned. Pianos, organs, and all other musi
until last week, when the man wrote to
sold at the different yards at 4>£a7c., and cal instruments repaired in a satisfactory manner.
Mr- Hutchinson, inclosing twenty-five acters were arrested during the day as to the manner of his death, as told and
lambs at 5a8c.as to condition, per pound.
Also Teacher of music.
cents and a postal card, which he said and confined in the lock-up. But bv by several different workmen, conflict
Hogs were low. 3500 head arrived and sold at
FREDERICK LEITSCH, Trappe, Pa.
to-morrow,
no
doubt,
we
shall,
hear
of
the
different
yards
at
7)4»8%e.
per
pound,
ac
to some extent, but they are all to the
was in payment for one cent change
quite
a
number
of
small
robberies,
for
cording
to
quality.
effect that death was the result of an
which he had received and had failed
pA D IE3S1
to return twenty years ago, the tobacco people are bound to be careless and accident. Foley, it seems, was in the
give
the
pilferers
chances
which
they
H.
RIN
GLER,
act of lighting & fuse for the purpose
being only nine cents. .He further stat
The Fail Styjas ^rc i*ow out ip Frizzes, Oomhs,
L ee.
of setting off a blast, when a spark from
ist he had joined the Dunkard church, do not negleet.
$p, lYp havp a large stock on hand. Plenty of
gopd
ape} cheap '»Witches, Nets and pins of
the match which he held in his hand
and his conscience would give him no
Practical. Horse Sfcofr,
description. Combings made up and hair
A remonstrance having been filed to ignited a charge which it was not in One mile east of TRAPPS, Pa . AH kinds of every
rest until he had returred it with full
bought.
E. M. AUGE,
the applicatjop of Patrick Smart, of tended should be exploded at that time. blacksmith work done in a satisfactory manner,
iuterest,— Bethlehem Times.
16 E. Main Street, Norristown, Pa,

F R E SH COW S ! !

F E E S H C O f S!

I »

1

M U S L IN S ,

C A L IC O E S,
N O T IO N S.

BOOTS and SHOES-:-

CRAZY PATCHWORK!

W

W

A @

£

%

A FEW

“
“ pointers,
8.00
Labor book,
5.00
Copy of assessment,
3.00
House expenses,
5.50
To-day, self at audit, . •
2.00
Auditors’ fees (3)
6.00
Township clerk’s salary
2.00
185 days as Supervisor and set
tling tax and labor acc’ts,
370.00
Balance in Supervisor Schwenk’s
hands at settlement this day,

Fruit ani Ornamental Trees,

Ah apprentice 1g leali! thé pHhtitjg trade,
Appiy át'THIS OFFICE.-

AX TED.
PAINTERS.
Apply to
EDWARD DAVID, Collegeville, Pa.

OR SA L E !
At Ironbridge, Pa., a large building with en
gine and engine house all in complete order.
Is at present used as a straw hat factory. Size
of lot 51 by 150 feet. Will be sold very low.
Apply to A. D. FETTEROLF,
Real Estate Agent, Collegeviile, Pa.

FO R SALE !
A Brick House, and lot, near Jeffersonville.
All modern Improvements. 100 young fruit
trees on the premises. A very pleasant home.
Apply to E. ROSE, Norristown, Pa!

TIOR SALE.
We have just received lrom Langfeld, Lichten
& Co., one of the largest Importing Notion
Houses in the city of Philadelphia, about retiring
from business, 6ome SPECIAL BARGAINS, a
few of which we will mention.
Among the lot
will be found a great bargain in Lisle Thread,
Silk, and Taffeta GLOVES in all the spring
shades, which we will sell at much less than
the regular prices. An Elegant

— J e r se y G-love—
At 25 cents per pair. One

—Lacing Kid Gloves,—
NEW STOCK. Sizes 6 to 8 ; former price $1.25,
now selling at 50 cents per pair.
HAMBURG EMBROIDERIES, Ail Kinds of
Laces, in the newest designs, Lace Ties, Fis
chues, and Hankerchiefs.
A large assortment
of Dress Buttons and Jerseys all colors and
prices. Call and examiné the above bargains.
You will find them much under regular prices.
Embroidery, Floss and Knitting Silks, all shades.
Our usual full line of Domestic Goods at the
lowest prices.

M organ W right,
KEYSTONE DRY GOODS 8TORE,
Main St. [opp. Public Square] Norristown, Pa.

A small house in Philadelphia. Will pay
10 per cent, on the investment. Price, $14100.
Also 3 houses, with 9 rooms each, in Camden, at
a sacrifice. Apply to W. KNIPE, Trappe, Pa.

p O R SALE.
Two Brewster spring, piano, box, Falling
Tops. Also a good market wagon. Apply to
ABNER W. JOHNSON/Yerkes P. O., Pa.

p O R RENT.
A part of a house in Collegeville.
Apply at THIS OFFICE.

UOR RENT.
A Desirable Dwelling House in Collegeville,
near public school building. Apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF, Esq.,
Real Estate Agent and Conveyancer.

p O R RENT!
A tenement house and lot, in Collegeville.
Apply to Dr. J. HAMER,
Collegeville, Pa.

JjlOR RENT,

L A D IE S - - R E A D .
I hereby announce to my friends and'the
public, that I will open my Store on the
12th of April, ’84 with a ell-selected
Stock of New

Millinery Goods,
And after the above date will keep always on
hand a full line of
HATS,
RIBBONS,

BONNETS,

VELVETS,

FEATHERS,

FLOWERS,

In fact everything belonging to a first-class
Millinery. Also Stamping done on all kinds of
goods and warranted not to rub. Please call
and see the goods, even if you do not wish to
purchase, for it will be nd trouble but a pleas
ure to show them. *

FLORA B. LACHMAN,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

C O L L E G E V IL L E
C

r

a r r i a g e

X
J

Special Bargains in Jump-Seat, Brewster SideBar and Limken Side-Bar

Now on hand. Best material, best work
manship, lowest prices.
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

N . H . B e n ja m in , & Co.,
— p h o e n ix —

Hardware House !
Phooenixville, Pa.

DON’T READ
- . THIS UNLESS
YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
SEEDS,

PLOWS,

PLOW CASTINGS,

CULTIVATORS, HOES, Rakes, Shovels, Ac.,
For at present we shall only refer to above
line of Goods, which at this season of
the year are wanted by all who have
a piece of ground to cultivate,
no matter how large or
small. In SEEDS, we
have a stock repre
senting a Cash
Value of

$ 1 ,5 0 0 ,0 0
ALL NEW
F resh and
Clean. An endless
variety and at prices
LOWER than you can buy
the same goods in any of our
large cities (as our expense is no
greater than if we merely sold Hard
ware). We make a specialty of selling Seed t .
Market Gardeners. Our
stock of CLOVER SEED
is Positively Pure, hav
ing been all Re-cleaned^
Welcome Oats, 50 lbs to
bushel. In PLOWS we
have a full assortment of
the SYRACUSE Make.
Also Plow Castings for
all the Standard makes.
Full line , of Reversible
Slip Shares. 25 IRON
CULTIVATORS at Very
Low Prices. Large as
sortment of Cultivator
and Harrow Teeth, Our
stock of Hoes, Rakes,
Forks, Shovels, Ac., are
selected from the best
makes, and Fully War
ranted.
A t the same
time we have a few Com
mon goods in above line
at very low figures, Not
warranted, but sold for
ju st what they are.

. Buck Thorn Ferae Wire!
Of which we have Two Tons, purchased before
the recent advance, which we are selling at a
very small advance on first cost. Will be pleas
ed to have you call, examine our goods, heal
our prices, and buy whatever you thip^ \$ ta
your advantage. Respectfully Yam«*.

N. H. B EN JA M IN & CO.
Jos. ritwfttfq. $ Spu’-s Qici stand.

A part of a House in Evansburg. Ap
ply to JOHN R. YOCUM, Lower Providence, Pa.

p O R RENT.
A part of a house.
Inquire at

Terms very reasonable.
THIS OFFICE.

p O R RENT !
Tenements in Collegeville. Apply to
J . W. SUNDERLAND.

M N. BARNDT,

Rato Statioa, M i n e F. 0. Pa.,
Is prepared, to sharpen Mill Picks and facing
hammers, and all kinds of edge tools. Always
on hand new mill picks and facing hammers.
Mowing machines and Sewing machines repaired.
Lowest cash prices.
461—487.

Hello ! Hello ! Well ?
Our aesthetic friends are forever seeking
after something new in the line of nov
elties, and, as “ onward” is the motto
of the COLLEGEVILLE GREEN
HOUSE, we have for the •
season of 1884, to offer the
following as specialties :
New and fancy Begonias. Single Dahlias,
Coleus, F uchsias, F erns , Geraniums, Roses,
and many other choice plants, which will be sold
at very moderate rates.
An early inspection of plants is advised, as
good plants can be secured that will increase in
size and value, and will make a splendid show
by the time that planting season arives.

Vegetable Plants
In Immese Quantity.
doz. 1100 11000
■
10
Cabbage, early three kinds,
50 4.00
Cauliflower,early snowball new
80
Egg Plant, transplanted
25 1.50
Pepper, large sweet and golden
transplanted
15 1.00
Sweet Potato, fine plants
35 3.00
Tomato, 5 kinds transplanted
12
75 6.00
Late Cabbage, 3 kinds ready in
June
8
40 2.50
Celery plants, 4 kinds
8
40 2.50
No less than doz., 100 or 1000, at above rates.
- Garden , F ield and F lower Seeds, I m
plements , Bulbs, Grass Seed , W hite Clover ,
H anging Baskets, Nest E ggs, and many other
articles for sale by

H O R ACE R IM B Y ,
Collegeville, Pa.
All orders left with the Collegeville Bakers will
receive prompt attention and be delivered on
their routes free of charge.
I have a quantity of fine CutKbert fiospberry
plants on hand, which will be sold at the low
price of 75 cents a doz., or 50 for $2.50.

To Young Housekeepers!
We are now ready to show a fine line of

M i s , ( M s, S ta tiis, Bed
Blankets, Bed Feathers, Cork
Shavings, &c.

Also

—Queens and Glassware—
In large assortment, from lowest price up.

Also, Table Knives and Forks, Plated
and other Spoons.

F U R N I T U R E
Bed-room Suits in Walnut, Ash, and Painted,
Extension Tables, Center Tables, Parlor Suits,
Sofas, Patent Rockers, Lounges, Looking Glasses,
&c., &c. Also B A O, IN G R A IN AND B R USSEB CARPET, in fair assortment. E&~Cail
and get low prices.

ISAAC KULP,
Grater’s Ford.

J. M. Albertson & Sons.,
B - A . 1ST K E

H .S ,

Norristown, Pa.

Interest Paid on Deposits.
M ONEY T O LOAN.

STOCKS and b o n d s
BOUGHT AND SOLD.

W ashington H all

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.
Spring Term will begin April 7, 1884.
A. RAMBO, P h . D., Trappe, Pa.

p O R SALE 1
A Six-room Brick House, kitchen attached, lo
cated on Barbadoes street, (N o. 545), Norris
town . In good rep air; will he sold on easy
terms ; apply to
G. D . DETWILER,
Near Sktppack, P a .

ENTERPRISE
MARBLE WORKS!

J W, ROYER, M. D.,

Agriculture and Science.

Practising Physician,

RED, W HITE AND YELLOW
CORN.
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
•Royersford, Montgomery Co, Pa. Hall.
A Maryland farmer considère yellow
tlie original color of corn. In 1882 be
would announce to my friends and the public,
Y. W EBER, M. D.,
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
planted clear white corn, where there
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
was no chance for it to mix with any
Practising Physician,
other variety, and at the harvest he
E V A N SB U IiO , PA
found an occasional red ear. In 1883
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in Office Honrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to #
he planted the northwest side of a field
the finest and latest designs.
p. m.
with white corn ; next to this was two
T H. HAMER, M. D.
rows of the red seed, extending across
the field ; then came a section with pure
For Enclosing Burial Lots, o f different descrip
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
yellow
seed.. The wind so blows in that
ble Work, for the bases of
Office
ffice H
ours .• ^
l TH* 9 »•
«“ • 6 12
O
hours
A lter
p. to
m. 2 P- » •
locality that all mixing, or crossing
BUILDINGS, S T E P S , SIL L S, ETC ., ETC.
tS fS p ecial attention given to diseases of the comes from the northwest, but the har
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and eye aud ear. Free clinic every Thursday morn vest proved that the red seed produced
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design ing from 8 to 12 for eye and ear diseases.
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
nearly all yellow corn, only an oc
Work can be secifat the yard, or the different g F. SLOTJGH.
casional
hill producing a red ear, while
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, th at has been
turned out at the E nterprise Works. Call and
not one red ear was found among the
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
white corn. He therefore concludes
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
Low price* and fa ir dealings,
Norristowny Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks that “ the original color of corn is yel
R ESP E C TFU LLY,
English and German.
low, and that white is a sport caused
and established by cultivation ; that red
P G. HOBSON,
is an intermediate step in returning to
June8-ly.
the original color.” The Americah
A tto fn e y -a t-L a w ,
Agriculturist is unable to give any defi
Cor .M A IN and S W E D E Streets, Norristown,Pa.
nite
conclusion in the matter, and like
Can be teen every evening at his residence in
Upper Providence Square Pa.,
any other candid journal would do,
Freeland.
quotes from Bonafous’ “ Natural His
^ D. FETTERO LF,
tory of Maize,” “ that hé has had the
[Successor to Jos. 6 . Gotwala]
colored kinds keep true for ten conse
Justice of the Peace
cutive years, and mentions a white
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. kind that had been cultivated more
Will clerk sales a t reasonable rates,
than a century without change.” Mr.
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Bates, who reports the occurrence,
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of
asks
: “ Does not yellow corn cross
each week; also every evening.
more readily and affect more strongly
OHN H. CASSELBERRY.
the white than the white does the yel
low ?” Our experience is that it does,
(
y
mile
north
of
Trappe.)
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
ing to the public that he is prepared to fill all
although
others may have seen differ
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason Surveyor and Conveyancer
able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
8ales clerked ; sale bills prepared. Orders by ent results. We have seen'pure yellow
MANSHIP. A full stock of
mail will receive prompt attention.
corn planted oft part of a field and the
Nov8-ttm. P. O. Address : Limerick Square.
B L A N K E T S,
balance planted with a white variety,
TOP-COVERS,
both kinds purely eight rowed, and in
IM PROVED COLLARS, Q H. DETW ILER.
W H IPS, Ac., Ac.
husking found the yellow mingling
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all Surveyor and Conveyancer through all tbe white, and the white,
kinds of goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done in tbe best manner. Satisfac
Also L EV E LIN G and GRADING.
scarcely perceptible among the yellow.
tion guaranteed to all.
IRON BRIDGE, P. O.
Seed saved from the white produced a
In addition to the above, a full stock of Lubri Rahn Station, Monty. County, Pa.
SeplSlyr. mixed variety the next year, of red*
cating and Machine Oils, Coal and Headlight
white, yellow and streaked, with yellow
Oil. Also cigars and Tobacco.
n R . B. F. PLACE,
and streaked, with yellow predominat
ing, and a variation in rows on the ears
D E N T I S T 1 ! from the original eight to eight, ten
and twelve rowed ears, the variation in
Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Eagle- rows being chiefly in the ears'of mixed
ville. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday. color. In four years the clear white
Gas administered.
had disappeared and yellow predomi
J P. KOONS,
nated, accompanied by a mixed variety.
This we think, is one case in evidence
Practical Slater 1 ! that yellow corn is the strongest on the
color line.
R A H N ’S S T A T IO N Pa.
Manufactured from the best wheat by the most
Improved Facilities.
When a youth-, we had a little experi
Dealer in every quality of Roofling, Flag
and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima ence with red corn. Having saved a
Quality Guaranteed. Lowest Market Prices. ging,
tes, and priees.
string of handsome red ears, some of it
Always on hand a full Stock of
IT H. ELLIS
was planted on the bank of a newly dug
CORN,
ditch, fully fifty rods from any other
OATS,
Carpenter and Millwright,
BRAN,
corn. It made a strong growth, eared
MIDDLINGS,
very well, developed fairly, and when
G R A T E R ’S FO R D, PA,
RYE BRAN,
husked was proven to have produced
LINSEED MEAL, Ac. Estimates made for'w ork and contracts taken.
All work promptly done in a satisfactory manner. more varieties than were in the original
450-476
£Sr L O W E S T CASH PRICES.
crop from which thé seed came, and
Good, clear Wheat received at all times.
yellow predominating. While these in
gD W A RD DAVID,
stances indicate color as a strong
J. H. L A N D E S.
PAINTRR and PAPER-HANGER, characteristic of yellow corn, they can
hardly be construed as evidence estab
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
lishing
the original color.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
TRA P P E , PA,

M T S and TOMBSTONES,
GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

Harness Emporium,

JOHN 0. DETWILEB Proprietor.

J

John G. Detwiler.
Yerkes Station Mills.

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.

and Fancy Family Floor,

Compiile, SHOE and EAT STORE.

of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

New Stare !

HI H. KEELER,

Fainter, Grainer,
A LONG FELT WANT,
and Paper-H anger.
T R A P P E PA.
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figures.
All work done in a satisfactory manner.

-SUPPLIED-

Boots

Hats

AND

AND

Shoes.

‘I I P ' CAPS.

T A I L O R .
TRAPPE, PA.
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with
latest styles, or in any style that may he desired.
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.

CAMUEL P. SHANTZ.
We have just opened in' the store room
next to the Poet office, a very good assortment
of first-class

Carpenter and Builder.
RAHN 8RATION, PA.

BOOTS and SHOES.

Contractor for all kinds of Carpenter Work,
No pains spared to give satisfaction.

A ll H o lld L e a t h e r .

ÇUND AY PAPERS.
HATS

a Nu

O ur M o n o :

CAPS,

W ool and

F ur.

ONE P R IC E and Cash.

The different Philadelphia 8nnday papers will
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line of Collegevllle, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

J. U. tiOTTSHALL, M anager.

HENRY YOST,
News Agent,

-F O R -

POPULAR BOOKS
A ND TH E B E ST AND

PIANOS
Tuned. Pianos, organs, and all other musi
cal instruments repaired in a satisfactory manner.
Also Teacher of music.
FREDERICK LEITSCH, Trappe, Pa.

Cheapest Family Bibles c°
You should wait until you have seen the collec
tion of Wm. C. GORDON, Special Agent for
Hubbard Bros. In selecting a family bible it is
highly important that you get the latest and
best edition, and no home is complete without
one. The complete Domestic Bible is positively
unequaled for new and desireable improvements.
Seventy valuable features, 2000 illustrations, 50
full page plates, mostly by the great Freuch ar
tist Gustave Dore, and for elegant and durable
bindings of great artistic excellence are unsur
passed by any in the maket. We would call especial attention to the superb
book entitled TREASURY OF SONG for the
Home Circle. A collection of 300 of the purest
gems selected from the whole realm of song.
Costing in sheet music many times the price of
the book. Here only $2,50 or $3,50 according to
binding. Eminent citizens say: A treasury of
pleasure for every home ; Ju st the Book. The
“ Treasury of Song,” or a nice family Bible for a
holiday or birthday present. Will be pleased to
give all an opportunity to examine these valu
able books, or will respond promptly to any
4>rder sent to my address.
WM. C. GORDON,
Cpllegeville, Pa.

Collegevllle.

ALI

I am prepared to sell at my Fertilizing Works,
near Limerick Station, First-class Coal from 25
to 50 cents less per ton gross weight, than it can
be bought elsewhere, and I am prepared to de
liver the same, if required.
JACOB TRINLEY.

I ADIES !
The Fall Styles are now out in Frizzes, Combs,
&c. We have a large stock on hand. Plenty of
good and cheap Switches, Nets and pins of
every description. ' Combings made up and hair
bought.
E. M, AUGE,
16 E. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
For wound, dism r JEI.OT
ease or other dis
ability. Widowsjgniuor children aud dependent
parents entitled when death resulted. Claims
reopened,’ restoration, increases, bounty, back
pay and discharges obtained. Apply a t once,
delay prejudices your rights. Fees fixed by law.
Address with stamp, the old established firm oi
EDSON & CO., Attorneys and Claim Agents,
917 F. St., Washington, D. C.

THE PER FEC T FARM HORSE.
One of our Eastern contemporaries
under this head most admirably alludes
to the Pereheron horse in his native
country, and his value as a farm horse:
The farmer’s ideal is an animal that
will do all the work required of it, and
at the same time present a handsome
appearance before tlie « art or the carri
age. Such a horse is the Pereheron,
and the reader will Care to know the
reason for the estimation. Among the
curiosities to lie seen in Paris, one that
appears most strongly to the American
farmer is the Pereheron horse before
the omnibus; am! if you travel from
Paris to Marseilles, you will have to
remark from one relay to another the
Pereheron, before a diligence or a postchaise, dragging along over hilly roads
loads of two and three thousand
pounds. You will not believe it until
you ride on one of the chaises, and
then you will find that the horse makes
his uine miles an hour easily, and the
postillion with a delayed mail will do
twelve miles. If you go to Montague,
where the track in the race-course is
a pretty incline, you will gee among
the blooded horses an occasional Percheron. If you are a visitor to the
agricultural fair at home, I presume
you will ask what speed those grey
Percherons can make and you will lie
shown a colt that records 3:02, a geld
ing, 3:17, a vigoreux, 3:20, and you
admire them. These horses come (¡rom
the department of Percee, called “ the
Perche of good horses,” and lying
south of Normandy. It is an uneven,
springy country, rich and well cultivat
ed. The farms are small, and aside
form the hedges that inclose them, you
will find the horses the great object of
interest, for all of the horses are so
alike.
The horse originated abroad, having
been introduced about two centuries
ago from Palestine, thus making it
Arabian by-separation, though locally
modified by native stock. The mare in
La Perche breeds every year, working
constant!)' during gestation, and taking
her place before tlie cart again when

CARPET SPECIALTY.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES'GO TO

the fold is it few days bid. The dolt is
weaned Into the meadows, oi; if In win*
ter, into tbe stable, at five months, and T h e LAEftESt a n d B est S e l e c t e d S tock o f R ic h e st C olorings w e e YEft OF f e k k D.
is kept at a low cost. At fifteen months Ingrain, Carpet........................ 35, 81, 85, 40, 50c. Body M o q u e t............................... . .$1.50, $1.75
Extra Ingrain.........................65, 75, 85c. to $1.00 Hall and Stair to m atch.... .25, 40, 50, 75c. $1.00 L A N S D A L E , Montg. Co., I'enna
it is put to work, and easily trained, Trpestry
Brussels... .75, 80, 85, 90c., $1.00,$1.00 Schuylkill co., Prison RagCarpet. ..45,50,60,75c
The Oldest Agricultural Works In Penna.
hut never overworked, as the owner
H
E
M
P
C
A
R
P
E
T
,
M
A
T
T
IN
G
and
OIL
C
L
O
T
H
S
perfectly loves his horses. For a year,
-----IN GREAT VARIETY.----it has little or no grain, at three years
S H A D E S S c S H A . I D X 3 S r a - , Newest Colors and Designs.
old it is worth a thousand francs and
T ?Q Q f i n f i n Q • Black Silk, guaranteed not to cut. Solid Colored Silk—Garnet,
is sold readily. He; .-lives well now, TL ,-D
H U I a SO U w w D O . Green, Bronze, Blue, Brown, Plumb, &c. Cloth-finish Black Cash
Are much the easiest -for the horses, and have
and soon comes to be worth one thous meres, Colored Wool Beges, Albatross, N uns' Veiling, Broches—a general variety of New Dress the
only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
Goods at prices to suit the times. Laces, Collars, Ties, Lawns, Chintzes, in fact a live stock. Cali
applied to horse powers,
and five hundred francs.
and see. Tbe politest attention to all, at the
Little else remains to be said.
I
Heebnpr ’s L ittle Giant T hreshing and
O L E) S T O N E S T O R E 1
would most emphatically recommend
Cleaning Machine ,
A. A. Y E A K L E , Cor. Main and Dekalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.,
the Pereheron as the modern famer’s
AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.
horse. I t is stylish and strong. What
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, &c.
more is wanted ? It stands first among
vercoats
vercoats
vercoats
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
the draght breeds of the world, and
order.
maintains -its superior characteristics
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
uits
uits
uits
lowest prices.
in its offspring when crossed on native
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
mares. Of late, the interest in the
Factories, Creameries, &c. Solid for Circulars,
breed has increased, and there are
HESBNER & SONS,
many notable specimens in New Eng
LANSDALE,PA.
ur
tock is the
argest
land. The Massachusetts Society for
the Promotion of Agriculture has
ur
rices are the
owest
made some importations of stallions,
k
v 1
~
ß HAI Cl
ll our own
anufacturing
with the laudable purpose of improving
the common farm horse.—Pennsylva
nia Farmer.
Æ È h .I k H L .
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ftEEBN ER & SONS,

M n e r’s Patent Level Treai
Horse Powers !
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H E A L T H IS ’W L A l i !

We make Ladies Coats and U lsterettes to
order.

WHY GREEN MANURING PAYS.
TREATMEfJf^^
It has always been a matter of in
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quiry, why green manuring is such a 66 & 68 Main Street [opposite Music Hall]
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show it. All green crops, when plowed
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is also known that feldspar forms a large
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Pa.
proportion of our clay soil. Exper
iments lately made with humic acid and
feldspar showed that the latter was dis
solved,-and the seven per ct. of potash
it contained was liberated, while a small
COLLEG EV ILLE, PA.
I am still at the business I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
per cent of soda, lime, silica, &c. was continuance of the same. Will visit Collegeviile, Trappe, and vicinity; as heretofore, on
Dealers in
also obtained.
Thus we see that the
T U E SD A Y , T H U R SD A Y and S A T U R D A Y
plant food obtained does not ail come Morning of each week, with the best Be«f, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash prices paid for Calves.
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
from the decaying clover, but is a result
partially of the humic acid dissolving
E V A N SB U R G , L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E , P. O.
LU M BER ,
feldspar, which is not in potash and
other plant foods when dissolved -by
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
humic acid.
If this acid dissolved
feldspar, it is not quite as possible
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
that the carbonic acid dissolves and re
PICKETS, CEDAR A ND C H E ST N U T
duces other matters in the soil, so that
RAILS.
along with earth, air and clover, we
Tehy will give you the most heat with the least
get at some of the mysteriesof the un
L e h ig h an d S c h u y lk ill
expense. At
accountable results of green manuring,
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
and also shows why it is that a clover
A. H. Gottshalk’s Collegevills,
sod grows such fine crops, and why ro
You can buy them a t the very lowest prices.
tation of erops is the best plan ?
The Appolo,Globe amlGarfield Ranges,and others
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Gristock & Vanderslice,

W M . J . TH O M PSO N,

JOB PRINTING

----- A T T H E -

C O L L E G r E V I L L E EXECUTED
Agricultural Store

-IN THE—

Attenni!
Mambrino Hasson,

BEST MANNER

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

MlS
flNllNFAHJNG

0 FORAILSKINV

it

Symptom s a n m oisture, etin {ring, itch in g , w orse a t
n ig h t; w e n u M if |»in-\rorma w erercraw U ag ab o u t
th e rectu m ; th e private jw rts tire often affected. A s a
p leasant, economical a n d p o a t ir a cu re, S waynk’s
Ointment m ¿iiperior to a n y a rtic le in th e m a rk et,
Sold ly d ru g g ists, o r sen d 50 ct». iu !J-ct Stam ps. |
fegtttf, f l *5. A Jdrcsi, P a . S wayne A S ON, Philo., Pfr

ik Lowest Prices

T H E N EW E A R L Y DAW N

HEATER

“PROVIDENCE
INDEPENDENT’
One of the best Local. Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
subscribe.

COLLEGEVILLE

Is not surpassed by any Heater in the market for
superior excellence in every respect.

STOYES and
EAIGES
of the most improved patterns, warranted to give
satisfaction. Stoves and Heaters will be
put up at short notice. A full stock
of all kinds of

T I N W A R E !
Tin-roofing and Spouting a specialty; all
work done promptly and in the best man
ner. Jobbing neatly executed. Prices
low and just. Give us a trifcl.

A .K .R 0 H E R ,

BAKERY !
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &c.,

T H E G R E X T ^C U R E F O R

-

COAL.

F L O U R ,
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L , .
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to Jiono. in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough ana Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.

EXTRAORDINARY

BARGAINS
Housekeepers, Young and Old, if you desire to
save money visit my

Remedy 8ucaAt Diseases!
^TETTER.ITCH. SORES. NMM.ES.
RYSiPELASt/t WRING WORM.,

-

THE BEST

-A T THIS OFFICE.—

A LARGE AND WELL SEASONED STOCK OF

Always on hand. All the leading brands made
to order. Your patronage solicited.

All k.nds o f Jobbing done.

A. H. Gottshalk,

J . H . K UO I T , ~

CIGARS

COAL

AND CAKE MEAL.

R E M 1XED LIQUID PAINTS,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

-T R A P P E , PA.

LAMPS of every kind (including the Extension)
A S P E C I A L T Y ,

A SB E ST O S

Thè Thoroughbred Trotting Stallion will make
the season or ’84 from April 1st, at the stable of
the owner, at Washington Square Hotel, Mont
gomery comity. Charges, $50 a mare. Mares
not proving with foal can be returned next sea
son tree of charged
Mambrino Hasson was sired by Rell’s Mam
brino Pilot, whrf is the sire of Hanhis Mambrino,
Gift Emulous and other noted trotters, and Pilot
was half brother to the noted Lady Thorn.
JOSEPH C. BEYER, Norristown P. O.

Cigar Manufacturer,

Large and complete stock of all kinds of

A G E N T FOR

PLAN TER

with Phosphate attachment—a machine that is
given perfect satisfaction wherever sold. Call
and see it or send for descriptive circular. Also
the Champion Mower, Reaper and Cord Binders,
greatly improved within the last year, it is now
most perfect and the lightest machine. I t can
be seen on any day a t Yost’s Agricultural Store.
Also all improved plows, Horse Rakes and all
improved Farming Implements used. All ma
chinery sold at lowest market prices.
GEORGE YOST,
Collegeviile, Pa.

of the latest styles and patterns in stock. The
Radiant Home, Opera, Crown, Cyclone, Prince
ton, Heaters. Any king of Stove, Range, or
Heater, not in stock will, be furnished to custom
ers at short notice at the lowest market price.

Corn, Bran, M iddlings,

HKNCH’S Patent CULTIVATOR

CORN

Stoves and Beaters.

TINW ARE AND

Can be found all the latest and most improved
Agricultural Machinery, including

AND D O U B L E HO W

BU Y TH E BEST

EVERY MORNING.

ICE CREAM!
Different flavors, daring the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

Collegeviile, Pa.

r p i E POPULAR

DINING ROOMS,

Furniture Ware-Rooms,
On Road leading from Skippackville to Collegcville, \y x miles from the former place.

All Kinds oi New and SecondHand Furniture
At the Very Lowest Prices,
Chamber Suits,
Cottage Suits,
Parlor Suits,
Lounges,
Bedsteads,
Mattresses,
Bed Springs,
Marple Top Tables,
Extensive Tables,
Dining and Breakfast Tables,
Book Cases,
Bureaus,
Side Boards,
Sinks,
All kinds of
'
Chairs, &c.
All kinds of second-hand
Furniture.
Old furniture taken ip exchange for new, sqpk
as corner cupboards, case, pf drawers, desks,
high case clopks, wardrobes, &c. Books bought
and sold printed by Christopher Sauer. You are
welcome to caqie and examine my goods,whether
you purchase or not.

Geo. » . Detwiler.
-: C A L L A T T H E :-

Yerles Grain, Floar, Feel & Coal Depot.
Where you will find a large supply of

CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
Corn, Oats, Wheat
and Screanings.

Corn Meal,. Bran, Middlings,
Linseed Meal, Sugar-corn Feed,

Under Acker’s Building, Swede Street, new '
Main, Norristown,
HARRY B. LONG, Proprietor,
Is the place to go to get anything you may de HOMINY F E E D MEAL,
sire in the eating line, prepared in the best style,
at moderate cost. Fresh Oysters, the largest
M A L T SP R O U T S, &c.
and best, in town, done up in every style. Remem
ber the place and favor it with your patronage
Having the latest most improved and conven
when in town.
ient facilities for handling feed with the laeast
possible cost. I am enabled to defy competition
in the sale of all kinds of feed and grain, will
not be undersold by anyone. |3F” Also a lanre
E. M. M A R B L E , (Late Commissioner of and well selected stock of the best L E lIIQ II
Patents.) Obtains patents for inventions in this and SC H U YLK ILL COAL.
and foreign countries. Will also attend to pat
ent cases in the United States Courts. Office,
Le Droit Building, Washington, p.X »

PA TENTS.

A. Ct L A N D B S .

» Id

